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This Afghani with its penetrating Indica aroma is one of the better yielders. It has a
very pleasant and smooth taste.

Flowering: 50-55 days 
Height: 100-130 cm. 
Yield: up to 125 gr.
Flowering in greenhouse: end of October
Yield in greenhouse: up to 750 gr.

Photo: sensiseeds
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You've probably been following the case of Elizabeth 'Biz' Ivol, the 56-year-old multiple
sclerosis sufferer from Orkney who pledged to commit suicide if she was found guilty of
supplying cannabis to fellow sufferers. 
Biz apparently made a wicked chocolate bon-bon laced with a bit of the green goodness
that eased her symptoms. Meanwhile, down south - East Anglia, actually - GW
Pharmaceuticals is poised to release the world's first prescription drug based on marihuana.
With its own 4,000-plant farm, GW produces Sativex, which is dispensed as a mouth
spray. GW has recently signed a deal with Bayer to distribute the drug, aimed at Europe's
estimated 500,000 MS sufferers and an additional 4 million sufferers of neuropathic pain.
It should go on sale at the end of this year.
In no press account did I read what the mouth spray tastes like. As good as a chocolate
bon-bon? Is legality based on taste these days?
Also in Scotland last month, a 52-year-old single father and sufferer of leukaemia went
down for three years for possessing dealable quantities of marihuana. 
He claimed he used the dope to ease both the depression resulting from his condition, and
to stimulate his appetite.So let's just get this straight: if you take a drug in its un-buggered-
about-with state orally, you face prison. Even the threat of suicide will not stay the hand of
your prosecutor. If you take the same drug purified into a handy, high-tech dispenser and

sell it for the benefit of the
shareholders in a German
pharmaceuticals giant, you're the toast
of the City?
`zIf you can sell the purified drug to
ease pain and suffering among MS
sufferers, why not to leukaemia
sufferers? And where does that leave
the average user who smokes to
enjoy, relax, be creatively stimulated,
relieve boredom or socialise with
mates?
A heroin addict may be prescribed
drugs by his doctor and yet may
receive a lengthy prison sentence if
found in possession of the same drug
at home. Same drug, different context,
contradictory messages.
We are a country with an extremely
diverse population living at a time of
rapidly evolving moral standards. It is
surely impossible to define - and
therefore to reflect - "popular
morality". Not that all that is legal is
morally praiseworthy - for example,
getting pissed up - just as not all that
is illegal is morally reprehensible.
Many laws serve a practical rather
than moral purpose. 
They act as a system of regulation of
society's behaviour. It follows that
any act may be illegal or legal purely
by being declared so in the relevant
manner, irrespective of the motive.
These, and many other similar
contradictory messages thrown up by
our legal system every day, cannot be
in the interests of justice, and only
total legalisation of all drugs will
resolve the ambiguity.
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A word from the publisher:

The UK government has embarked on a
process of relative liberalisation towards the
use of cannabis, and cannabis activists are
engaged in broadening this engagement.
Several local councils and police chiefs now
actively support a Dutch-style coffeeshop
system as a way of separating soft and hard
drugs, as it has proven to do in Holland.
Whether they are finding their way to new
coffeeshops or growing for their personal
supply, cannabis users are a menace to no
one, and are causing no discernable social
problem. Some politicians and commentators
are calling for the outright legalisation of
marihuana. Let's wait and see how the debate
develops during a period of relative peace
between all sides of the argument. In the
meantime, the publisher hopes Soft Secrets
will show the public a positive side to the
normalisation of cannabis use, and is anxious
to offer a forum to both pro- and anti-
legalisation advocates. This assumes that the
publisher does not necessarily agree with
everything that appears in articles and
advertisements. The publisher therefore
distances himself explicitly from published
statements or images that might give the
impression that an endorsement is being
made for the use or production of cannabis.

Nothing from this publication may be copied
or reproduced in any format without prior
permission from the publisher and other
copyright holders. The publisher is not
responsible for the content and/or point of
view of advertisements. The editors take no
responsibility for unsolicited submissions.

Great paper, please find enclosed a couple
of snaps of my sweettooth’s in the growth
phase, pictured with your paper. All
grown in soil/perlite. 
Phil
Lookin’ bang on target, Phil. 2 packs of
seeds on their way.

Dear Soft Secrets,
Lovely paper, I always try and get a
copy. Here is a photo of a ‘chronic’ in
soil. 
Yours, C.
Spot on, see?!

Dear Soft Secrets,
I would just like to say what a top
newspaper Soft Secrets is. Here are
some pictures of my last crop of Snow
White. Each plant did just over 86 grams
which is not too bad cos it is only my
second go at growing it. I now have
some new lights and two aqua-farms to
use, so some free seeds would be nice so
I can try it all out.
Simon, Yorkshire
Yeah, not bad for a first time, Simon. And
seeds you will receive. Thanks for the pics.

Dear Soft Secrets
I just got a copy of your great paper:
Congratulations! The articles are really
interesting, the budshots are very fine
and best of all: it's free! I'm a poor
student from Germany and grow on
half a square meter for medical
reasons. I’ve neither the money nor
possibility to get my hands on real
good genetics, so I decided to make
some pics of my grow and apply for
Blue Berries and White Widows. 
Big shouts to all Guerilla Growers in
the world...
Keep up the good work and keep it
green,
PEACE - VS 
You pulled it off, man, you’ll receive
Bleu Berries & White Widow seeds
straight from Holland! 
Thanks for the pics.

High 2 all @ soft secrets,
I’ve just laid my hands on a free copy of
your first rate news paper and it was like a
breath of ganja filled air. Keep up the
good work and take a peep at my
flowering mother plant, she had service
my hydro set up for nearly two years,
bless her. Then after a summer (2002) in
my garden gave me a kilo of fine tops. I
have a history with ganja including a
prison term, for cultivating & supply, and
now have no fear of further action, what
more can they do 2 me, hence the monster
in my garden last year in full view. 
John, England
Impressive mother you got there, John.
You’re a real dedicated pioneer and for
that we salute you!

Hey guys,
Excellent mag, very informative, great
pix and best of all....ITS FREE!!!!
Here are a coupla shots of my friend’s
latest grow (they had 8 wks flowering
already), 2 unknown skunks, grown in
canna coco, hand watered, under a 400w
sodium. The reason they so phat? He
dosed em with superbud from Dutch
masters. This supplement is da bomb!!

Anyone who grows in a small space (his
grow chamber is only 2ft x 1.5ft) should
be using this stuff. Expensive at £100 a
litre but u gotta speculate to accumulate,
right??? Look forward to seeing the pix
in your next issue! My g/friends camera
shy, so no titty shot. sorry!!
Craig
Hey Craig, some buds to die for! Keep it up
and let the Dutch Masters guide you… ;-)
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Attention Guerilla Growers!
Fancy a FREE packet of High Quality Seeds? Feeling up to growing Master
Kush, Holland’s Hope, White Widow, Oké 47, Bleu Berries, Sensi Star, Jack
Herer or Neville’s Haze? Yes? Then you send us a picture of your garden,
and we’ll send you the seeds. Naturally, all entries are handled with the
utmost discretion. AND should your garden pic contain a visible copy of
Soft Secrets, well now, we’ll send you 2 packs, of 2 different sorts. And if
your garden should happen to feature your girlfriend or wife, topless, you
even get 3 packs! (They don’t have to show their faces.)
Send all entries to Soft Secrets, PoBox 17250, 1001 JG, Amsterdam,
Holland, or e-mail them to softsecrets@ganja.com.
NOTE: only readers from outside Holland need apply!

Here’s a quick pic of my grow room and
topless girlfriend :) Hope it’s enough to
get into your mag - always reading it
every issue.
A, Devon
More than enough, mate! Thanks, and some
very nice seeds are coming your way.

Dear Soft Secrets,
I’ve been reading your paper for a
while now and have been inspired by
many of your stories on first time
harvest, so I thought I’d have a go
myself. And this is what happened!
DJ Maca, England
Nice going, DJ, you only seem to have a
nasty bug in your garden ;)

Just getting started 5 weeks to go…Can’t wait!

Hi Soft
Secrets,
Hope you like the pics of my soul mate Joy, posing with
your amazingly informative paper. It’s my very first crop.
The babies in the picture are 4 weeks old, and I’ve had a
head-banging hair-pulling time getting them to this size i.e.
overfeeding, overwatering and the hardest part is the
overheating (scorching 5 plants), but now I’m well and truly
hooked, I’ve got 3 Durban Poison, 3 Power Plants and 3 Isis
on the up and I’m wondering at what early stage I can put
them into flower without losing too much crop. Anyway,
hope my pic does the trick for the seeds.
Cheers, to the sweet smell of success!
Pedro
Great pic, Pedro! Three packs of HQ seeds are on their way. At
what stage you can put your various kinds into flowering
depends entirely on the type. Read Weckels, Soma and Bart B.’s
growing advice for smooth gardening. Cheers!

Dear Sirs,
I have just read issue 3, and would like
to be put on your mailing list. I enclose
some photos of current crop and hope
that they’re good enough to warrant a
reward of two packets of seeds.
John, England
And rewarded you will be, John,
with Jack Herer and Nevilles Haze.

Dear Soft Secrets,

I picked up a copy of Soft Secrets
while in Amsterdam. Do you mail
order SS to the USA? Here’s a photo
of my lovely wife Toni posing topless
in a grow room. The buds are called
Couch Lock - one joint and your ass
is locked to the couch. 
T.T. & Toni, Florida
Sorry T.T., we don’t do subscriptions at
all. But with the current blossoming of
SS UK, it may be that one day we’ll come
over to the US… Till then, keep it green
and don’t get fucked over by the blood
hounds of the DEA.

Dear Soft Secrets,

Please find enclosed pictures of my very
first plants. The seeds were about two
years old. I started reading Soft Secrets
which inspired me, so I bought a light and
a few months later I have a couple of fine
specimens to show you. I thought I’d send
an extra one of my girlfriend. Enjoy!
Andrew & Michelle, Essex
Well, we’re glad at least someone is reading
SS UK – well! 
Congrats on your lovely girlfriend and the
very decent plants you raised there. For a
first time indoor experiment they came out
in extraordinary shape. Well done Andrew,
and we’ll send you some seeds to do it all
over again - with even higher yields! 
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News from t
he UKCIA 

UKCIA is a part of the wider Legalise Cannabis Campaign in the UK. The core team and the mailing list are a collection of activists - that is users of cannabis and
sympathisers - who all share two things; an Internet connection and the goal to help repeal the cannabis laws.
We know that the best weapon against the “War on Cannabis” is the truth. So UKCIA sets out to be a store of factual information, you can find information about all
aspects of the cannabis plant, its uses and the way its used here.
UKCIA holds a wide range of research papers and government reports, we invite you to read it and to make your own mind up on the issue, free of political distortion.

Cannabis legalisation is a major issue and isn’t going to go away, not if we can help it anyway! Visit www.ukcia.org

Change to penalties depends on passage of crime bill

Changes to the cannabis laws due this summer will not come into effect until January
next year at the earliest, the Home Office has confirmed. When the home secretary,
David Blunkett, announced his decision to relax the drug laws 12 months ago he said
that he would "seek to reclassify 
cannabis" by this July.
The Home Office now says that revised penalties for cannabis possession can only
come into force after the criminal justice bill reaches the statute book. The bill is now
facing a stormy passage through the House of Lords.
MPs have also yet to vote on a separate resolution under the 1971 Misuse of Drugs
Act that will downgrade cannabis from a class B drug (alongside amphetamines and
barbiturates) to class C, with anabolic steroids and tranquillisers.
The change will mean that police will lose the power of arrest in possession cases,
except where there are aggravating factors. The maximum penalty for possession will
be cut from five years to two.
A Home Office spokesman said the delay was because the new penalties are included
in the criminal justice bill: "This is a long and complex bill and the priority has been
to ensure full discussion of its many provisions," he said.
"Reclassification will take effect when the new penalties for cannabis possession are in
force, which is likely to be in January."
Andy Hayman, who chairs the drugs committee of the Association of Chief Police
Officers, is at present finalising the official guidance to police officers on operation of
the new law.
There have been growing fears that the police will use the new guidance to restore
their discretion to arrest somebody found in possession of cannabis. But the Home
Office insists that, when the change does come into effect, most of the 80,000 or more
adults fined each year for cannabis possession will henceforth face a warning and
confiscation of the drug.
"There will be a presumption against arrest, except where public order is at risk or
where children are vulnerable," a Home Office spokesman said. "The police will also
ensure that those who repeatedly flout the law are arrested and dealt with. Young
people found in possession of cannabis will 
receive a formal warning at a police station."
The police guidance is to be agreed at a meeting of chief constables next month,
although some forces have argued that they must be allowed to decide when to make
arrests.
The government insists that the reclassification of cannabis does not amount to
legalisation or decriminalisation. Indeed the penalties for dealing in and importing
class C drugs are to be increased to a maximum of 14 years, so that there is no change
to the penalties faced by dealers.
The decision follows a report from the Advisory Council on the Misuse of Drugs
which says cannabis is not harmless but is less harmful than other class B drugs.
But it is still expected that the first cannabis medicines to be available for more than
30 years will be licensed by the end of the year.
The government's latest drugs information campaign says casual smokers are unlikely
to get hooked on cannabis and are more likely to become addicted to the nicotine in
tobacco used to roll joints. But it 
does warn that regular heavy use may be more harmful than tobacco because "it has a
higher concentration of chemical nasties that cause cancer".
The Home Office said yesterday that it would adopt a proposal floated by Mr Blunkett
this month to extend police powers to close down crack houses, cannabis cafes and the
homes of cannabis users if they pose a serious nuisance to the neighbourhood. Leaked
papers show that the proposal met 
opposition from health and housing ministers.

Source: The Guardian

UK: Downgrading of cannabis put off till next year 

UK: Home Truths About Growing Cannabis
The majority of cannabis smoked in Bristol is grown in homes across the city by
white middle- class men, rather than underworld gangsters, it has been claimed.
Scores of undergraduates at the city's two universities have been accused of cashing
in by growing the drug in secret urban 'farms'.
But it is not the odd pot plant they are tending to - many are allegedly going into full-
scale marijuana production by using sophisticated horticultural techniques.
According to one student - who wants to be known only as Jay - lofts, cellars and
spare rooms in student accommodation throughout Bristol are being transformed into
grow-your-own units using ultra violet lights to simulate sunlight.
Some home growers are so advanced they are using automatic sprinklers as part of a
soil-free hydroponic growing system.
Jay insists the days when tons of hash was produced in Morocco and other countries

US: Cannabis may not have
“substantial” damaging effect
US experts have cast doubt on the notion that long-term, recreational use of cannabis

causes substantial negative effects on brain function. A team from the University of
California, San Diego found that the only damaging side effect was a minimal
malfunction in the areas of learning and 
forgetting.
The study looked at 15 previous research studies on the non-acute effects of cannabis on
the neurocognitive performance of adult human subjects. Looking at 704 long-term
cannabis users and 484 people who did not use the drug, the study’s authors say there is
“very little evidence of deleterious effects”. However, they do point out that there is “a
very small effect in learning new information”.
Psychiatrist Dr Igor Grant, the study’s senior author, says that the difficulties involved in
learning and forgetting suggest that chronic long-term cannabis use results in selective
memory defects.
Dr Grant and colleagues say that their research is particularly important as it combats
arguments against the use of cannabis for medical reasons.
”If we barely find this tiny effect in long-term heavy users of cannabis, then we are
unlikely to see deleterious side effects in individuals who receive cannabis for a short
time in a medical setting,” said Dr Grant.
The team also highlights that the negative effects that they found among cannabis users
could also have been due to the fact that they also had a tendency to use other drugs,
such as alcohol and amphetamines.

The research is published in the Journal of the International Neuropsychological Society.
Source: Surgery Door

and then smuggled into Britain are over. He said: "Stuff still gets smuggled in, but the
really good stuff is in 
small quantities. Most of the dope smoked in this country is grown by white, middle-
class young men. The people I deal with are not criminals, in my eyes. Gangsters are
more interested in crack and cocaine and they're the ones who are really messing up
Bristol at the moment, not pot-heads. I don't have anything to do with that world, and
neither do the people I work with.
"They're in it for the money, of course they are, but they've got a conscience. If I get
caught, I'm in serious trouble. I could hardly pass my lot off as for my own personal
use."Some of the drugs grown in homes is sold to friends at a fraction of the street
price, but most is sold on to dealers for huge profits. Jay has converted his attic room
to conceal a thriving illegal cottage 
industry.
The ceiling is suspended and a cavity created above has been padded with special
stuffing to prevent police in a helicopter picking it up on their thermal-imaging
equipment.

Source: Bristol Evening News

A UN study has concluded 163 million
people around the world smoke cannabis.
The research has found the drug remains
the most widely produced,trafficked and
consumed illicit drug.
Marijuana production also appears to be
increasing.
However, in the United States, use fell in
2002 among high school students, almost
10 percent less than in 1997 and some 30
percent less than in the late 1970s, the
report says.
The report distinguishes between cannabis
resin, seized mainly in Western Europe,
and cannabis herb, prevalent in the
Americas but increasingly used in Africa.

The report, released in Paris by the UN
Office on Drugs and Crime, shows nearly

200 million people around the world used
illegal drugs in 2000-2001.
"Globally, cocaine is the problem of the
Americas, heroin is the problem of Asia
and cannabis is the problem of Africa,"
the agency's executive director, Antonio
Maria Costa, said.
The number of people around the world
who abuse opium and heroin has also
remained stable at about 15 million.
Cocaine is abused by about 14 million
people, with the United States the world's
largest cocaine market.
Amphetamine-type stimulants like
Ecstasy, known as ATS, represent an
expanding market, particularly in the
United States, the report says.

Source: Associated Press

Cannabis smokers 'number
163 million worldwide'
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Scotland: Support for legalising cannabis has trebled
SCOTS are becoming more liberal towards cannabis use, a new survey reveals today.
Support to legalise the drug has more than trebled in the last 20 years in the UK.
Around 41% Britons now back the move compared to 12% in 1983, and 86% believe
that doctors should be allowed to prescribe cannabis for medical purposes.
Half of all 18 to 34-year-olds have tried the drug and 66% have a friend or relative who
has taken illegal drugs.
The findings, from the National Centre for Social Research, show that although more
people support legalising cannabis, 90% believe that heroin and ecstasy should remain
illegal.
Scots believe heroin, cocaine, tobacco and alcohol cause most damage to regular users,
and few back the regular use of prescription drugs.
Researcher Nina Stratford said: “People are becoming more tolerant to the use of
cannabis, but there are still clear limits to what is acceptable in the area of illegal drug
taking.”

Source: Evening Times, Glasgow

UK: We have lost the war on drugs
The ‘War on Drugs’ has failed. Perhaps it is a war that could never have been won.

Crime figures to be released this week will show another leap in drug-related crime in
Britain’s major cities, as we report today. In London, the increase is nearly 30 per cent;
in Birmingham 20 per cent with a 47 per cent rise in the possession of heroin and
cocaine. In part the figures reflect Government’s clear-sighted strategy of shifting police
resources from possession of soft drugs to concentrate on Class A substances. But they
also reveal a disaster escalating out of control.
The facts are clear: while the quantity of hard drugs seized by police and customs rises
year on year, officials admit that around 90 per cent of drugs still reach their destination.
Wherever you are in Britain, hard drugs are readily available and, as drug use has risen,
public support for the drug war has collapsed. When half of all Britons aged 16 to 24
report using illegal drugs, the law risks becoming an ass.
The dangers of crime associated with drugs are far more serious than the dangers of
drugs themselves. The failure of drugs policy poses a still greater threat. As demand for
drugs increases, Western governments risk entrenching international crime cartels,
driving up profits which are used 
to fund a range of illegal activity from people trafficking to prostitution to terrorism.
This is a government committed to ‘evidence-based policy’. Its favourite question is
‘what works?’ But policy on drugs is not following this dictum and most of it is being

made in ignorance. There is much we
don’t know. It is thought that drug crime
is costing up to £20 billion a year, that
drug-related crime accounts for 50 per
cent of all offences and that possibly 80
per cent of prisoners are heroin or cocaine
users.
A first step must be a full audit of drug
crime to find out the true cost to the
nation. Ministers should signal that they
are ready to radically rethink drugs policy,
including examining seriously the case
for further decriminalisation on a drug-
by-drug basis. It is self-defeating to make
criminals out of addicts, even in the
emotive cases of heroin and cocaine.

A hard-headed commitment to ‘what
works’ would win public trust and
respect. Those who wish to pursue a futile
war on drugs in the face of clear failure
are the ones taking the soft option.

Source: The Observer

Men are today warned that smoking
cannabis could affect their fertility.
Scientists have uncovered new evidence
that the drug upsets the male
reproductive system. They fear it could
reduce the amount of testosterone -
which plays a key role in sperm
production - produced by the body. It
may have a serious impact on the body’s
natural hormones and they want more
research to assess the risk.
The warning comes in a study by
scientists at Aberdeen University, who
examined the impact of cannabis on
male mice. The animals, whose
reproductive systems are similar to
those of humans, were injected with
cannabinoids - cannabis derivatives - to
see if they changed natural messages
from the brain to the testes regulating
testosterone production. Because the
testes also produce testosterone of their
own accord, as well as reacting to brain
signals, the research team also looked at
whether cannabis affected this function.

The results suggest that the drug has a
significant impact on both processes.
Dr Paul Fowler - from the university’s
department of obstetrics and
gynaecology - who led the research,
said: “Our study suggests that cannabis
interferes with the hormones needed for
reproduction. ”It appears to affect the
way the testes make and release
testosterone, and has an impact on the
way the brain regulates production of
the hormone.” The team found that in
mice, cannabis may actually boost the
amount of testosterone produced as a
result of brain signals, but it reduces the
amount produced by the testes. Dr
Fowler said: “These two things could
add together to have a serious negative
impact on testosterone production.”
The research, to be unveiled at a major
fertility conference in Aberdeen today,
reignites the debate about the potential
dangers of so-called soft drugs.
Cannabis is the most widely used drug
in the United Kingdom after alcohol and

cigarettes. Home Office figures suggest
that a third of all 15-year-olds have tried
it. Experts estimate it is responsible for
30,000 deaths in the UK every year.
Last month, it emerged that cannabis
users are seven times more likely to
suffer from mental illness, triggering
fears of an epidemic of schizophrenia.
The United Nations drugs watchdog has
warned that the Government’s “softly,
softly” approach is putting the health of
a generation at risk. Critics say the
decision to downgrade it to a Class C
drug has sent out the wrong message,
encouraging people to think it is safe.
Studies show that nine out of 10
children believe it is legal.
Scientists have speculated that falling
sperm counts among European men are
due to the surge in the use of
recreational drugs. Previous studies on
mice suggest that women who smoke
marijuana during pregnancy risk
damaging their baby’s reproductive
system.

Source: The Evening Standard

UK: Cannabis danger to men

PEOPLE are becoming more tolerant
of cannabis smoking as attitudes shift
towards legalisation, according to new
research. It is thought that the
growing popularity of the drug,
particularly among 
the young, is behind such liberal views
about cannabis.

As many as half of 18 to 34-year-olds
have admitted using the drug and two-
thirds know someone who has.
It is no longer seen as a harmful or
addictive drug - despite concerns about
its impact on health - and people do not
associate it with crime in the same way
they do Class A drugs.
But despite many advocating a softer
approach to cannabis there are no signs
of attitudes towards other illegal drugs
softening, new research has revealed.
Public opinion remains firmly opposed to
a widescale relaxation of the drug laws
with nine out of ten people - the same as
ten years ago - opposed to legalisation of
heroin. 
Research by the Economic and Social
Research Council found that the number
of people in favour of legalising
cannabis has risen from 12% 20 years
ago to 41% today.

Young people are the most likely to have
a liberal attitude towards cannabis as
only a third were against legalisation -
even those who had never used the drug
are more liberal about its legalisation.
And more than half of 18 to 34-year-olds
now accept that using illegal drugs of all
kinds is a “normal” part of some people’s
lives. There is also widespread support
across age groups to allow doctors to
prescribe the drug - tablets containing
active ingredients of cannabis - to
patients where it can help to relieve
symptoms, such as those suffered by
people with multiple sclerosis.
But despite a relaxing in attitudes
towards cannabis, researcher Nina
Stratford found there are clear limits to
people’s tolerance of illegal drugs.
Attitudes towards heroin have not shifted
and there is also little acceptance of
ecstasy as a soft drug.

Nine out of ten people want ecstasy to
remain illegal as 75% of people asked
said legalising the so-called rave culture
drug will lead to an increase in addiction.
And when asked what drugs are most

UK: Attitudes softening towards 
cannabis, but heroin remains off limits

harmful to regular users, heroin and
cocaine topped the list, followed by
alcohol and tobacco. 
People also have restrictive views about
prescribing illegal drugs despite backing
needle exchange schemes and giving
young people information about 

drugs.
Ms Stratford, who works at the National
Centre for Social Research, said, ”We
found that very few people support
allowing doctors to prescribe drugs for
addicts. 
”But this is something which has been

an established part of medical practice
for almost a century.”

Source: The Western Mail, Wales
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Shop review UK 

Someone drilled through the roof, poured petrol down
the hole, lit a match, and up in smoke went the Beaver
Hydroponic Store and Essential Seed Company of 111
Invicta Road, Dartford, Kent. Their office, a mile or so
away, was petrol-bombed too.It's doubtful there are any
personal reasons involved, but the effects have been
devastating. Apart from the financial losses and the
costs of refurbishments, the Beaver has lost a significant
percentage of their customers who heard about the fire
on local radio and TV stations, and assumed the store...

was no more. Well, they've told Soft Secrets they're still
very much open for business, and everything's just as it
was except with the addition of some VERY special
offers, like a 400w sodium complete, and a 600w
sodium complete for a special price. It doesn't matter if
you're not local, they'll still deliver the next day!
Just give them a call, their range of products is vast,
they've got a lot of stuff other people don't have, one
example being the full range of No Mercy products.
Their seed section covers just about everything you

could want as well as mushroom kits, vaporisers,
pollinators and ice-o-lators.
They're even throwing a re-launch party for the entire
second half of September, with fire jugglers, fire
eaters, fire works, a flame grill bar-b-q and fiery live
music.

Beaver Hydroponic Store and Essential Seed
Company, 111 Invicta Road, Stone,
Dartford, Kent.Tel:01322 273444  Fax:01322280650.

Grow shop Progrow in Exeter 
David and Steve, the owners of Progrow in Exeter, can look back happily at the two
years that their shop has been open now. Situated in a pedestrianised part of town and
ringed by hip shops, there can be no better place imaginable to set up a grow shop. In
this passage are loads of shops like tattoo parlours, new age and spiritual  paraphernalia,
clothes, music and a great survival shop that are  frequented mainly by a younger public.
One entrance is on a shopping  street and the other entrance is directly opposite a large
car park,  which makes for easy loading.
The shop is small but still completely kitted out. It is a sight to  bewonder, just how
much can be fitted into a well laid-out shop. From  the high piles of products and good
oversight made possible by them  being stacked along the walls, it's easy for customers
to make their  choice. In addition they can count on the good advice of Dave. With  the
necessary knowledge and attitude on the premises, customers can  easily find their way
through the various possibilities on offer. In  addition there are many reference works on
hand with which to get up  to scratch through a little bit of homework. But the shop
contains  more still; headshop items such as bongs, vaporisers, skins and  cactuses are
sold at Progrow. It's mainly locals who shop here, many  small growers, including the
odd 70-year-old among them makes their  way through the doors. They have long been
convinced by the good  service that there's no need to be saddled with an unnecessarily
expensive system. There's a good choice of different feed and growing  systems. There is
also a demo growing system set up so you can see  immediately how one piece or
another works. Special for the novice  grower there's a good and cheap starter's kit put
together with  quality materials and complete with growing plan. It's foolproof, in  other
words. A second shop has recently been opened in Barnstaple so that growers there too
can take advantage of the Progrow know-how when pursuing their secret hobby.

Progrow Exeter
10 City Arcade, fore street
Exeter EX4 3JE
Tel: 01392 276998

Progrow Barnstaple
1 Litchdon Street
Barnstaple EX32 8ND
Tel: 01271 371555

Opening times: Mon-Sat 10.00 - 18.00

Soft Secrets have discovered an amazing new range of
home hydroponic growing cabinets – they’re so discreet you
can grow your favourite herbs in your lounge or bedroom!
Whether you live in a flat, are disabled or a student in digs,
you can enjoy quality herbs all year. Every cabinet includes
security locks and a high quality odour removing extraction
system and, to make it that bit easier, you can even have
your grow cabinet delivered and demonstrated! They’re by
Growin Furniture and you really should check them out.
There are two sizes of cabinet available in different wood
finishes. 
The Headcase 40 has one grow chamber fitted with
automatic horticultural lights and a 10 plant hydroponic
system. This one’s ideal for growing 10 good sized plants
from a bag of seeds in the corner of your room. The
Cyclone 70 is the big sister, and offers a full hydroponic
experience. Get quality seeds and grow clones (cuttings)
using the additional grow chambers. 
Crop one harvest and replenish with more clones -
consistent, frequent, high quality crops time after time.
Based on an 8 week flowering plant, the Cyclone will grow
7 crops a year of 10 big plants per crop.
Both the Headcase 40 and Cyclone 70 are easy to use highly
efficient growing machines fitted with top quality

horticultural and hydroponic technologies. Even the worst
greenfingers and most forgetful amongst us can succeed
with these cabinets – it’s all automatic! 
The cabinets come as a complete package too – including
nutrients, testing equipment and Grower's Handbook.
Rolling!

Check out www.getgrowin.co.uk or 
telephone 0709 202 4883 for more information

Arsonist won’t stop business

Crow & Rab would like to announce the
opening of the first head, tattoo &

phoneshop in Ballymena, Northern-Ireland
. Visit their shop Puffer-Nalia &

Armageddon for waterpipes, bongs, tattoos,
body piercings and lots of other stuff, and
yes, you can have your mobile phone
repaired there too!Puffer-Nalia &
Armageddon, 7 Mill Street, Ballymena,
opposite Town Hall.

Puffer-Nalia 

Hydroponic Growing Cabinets
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products

Kermith bud trimmer
Here’s a bud trimmer that will help you at harvest time. It’s name is Kermith and it’s
available at ‘Tangy Gifts’ Bristol or order it from www.pollinator.nl, where Tangy get
theirs from. There’s no difference in price but ‘they’ will know where your parcel has
come from, so Tangy is the better option for those of you playing it safe.  People
have gone back to Tangy thanking Sandy (owner) for this time saving invention. 
But, like Sandy says, it’s not for the subsistence farmer with a hobby thing going on -
this product is for people who need to trim shit loads. Or, if you’re real lazy and don’t

have the patience to carefully manicure
your buds, then you should also look
into the Kermith.
A vacuum pipe is attached on the tube
to suck away trimmings of the bud that
is gently rotated across the flat bit of the
tube. Inside is a spinning blade designed
to cut the protruding leaves and nothing
more.

Tangy Gifts, tel.+44(0) 117 951 2202

House & Garden Shooting Tabs
The first range of products we’ve been checking out are the new ‘expanders,’ currently available. Expanders are relatively new.
Some people are sceptical about them but many are embracing them as a little bit of magic. 
House and Garden were the first to come up with ‘TopShooter,’ a liquid additive. It’s become very popular over the last year and
proprietor of Hydrochronic Torquay says people who buy this product always come back for more - proof it must be doing some
good at that price. 
Now those smart chappies at House and Garden have developed ‘ShootingTabs’. They’re the same as TopShooter, a polarised
potassium ingredient, but all you got to do is drop a tab in 50litre of solution - perfect if you use 50litre nft tanks. It’s to be used
during the last three weeks of flowering and after a feed of pk13 /14, so don’t use shooting tabs and pk at the same time or it won’t
be fun. Care should also be taken with ec levels as the tabs will give a reading of 1-1.2, so just top the level up with nutrients,
instructions provided, its all so simple! 
But there’s one ‘must’ rule when using tabs: the nutrient tank must always be circulating! Once you’ve dropped in the tab wait till
it’s stopped fizzing and then turn on the circulation pump, and don’t turn it off for the next 3 weeks.  If the pump’s turned off, a salt
deposit will gather and when it ‘s turned back on the salt will get pumped up to the rock wool cubes and the ph levels will be fuct. 
Now here’s the part you really want to know about:  the yield increases by 20% - 30% and the end results are still perfect!

For info call +44(0)1803 323 366

Product Flash

Biax Lamps
The Biax is a powerful 110watt fluorescent with
a bigger brother in a 220watt version. The 110 is
made up of two 55w colour 840 lamps which
produce 9700 lumens, meaning this lamp has
more lumens per watt than a 400watt metal
halide, that’s 10 lumens per watt more efficient. 
Here’s a picture of the 110w in action - these
little sweethearts are about 4 weeks old and were
taken at about an inch. More importantly the
roots develop at a rapid rate as well. The
environment was a light tight cupboard with no
extraction, the humidity is nearly always 60 – 70
% and the temperature’s about 26 degrees c, a
good environment for cuttings. The difference
between a normal 35w and a 110w is remarkable
and the heat change is beneficial. The clever
vents on top of the Biax lets the entire heat rise
so the direct heat under the bulbs is not that
intense, in fact surprisingly cool.

The 220w version is double the 110 and is extremely bright .It’s made up of 4x55watt
lamps that produce 19,400 lumens. Small areas, like this cupboard, where lights are
contained would have to be extracted to level off the temperature. When changing to this
light, increase the distance between light and lovelies because this amount of change in
light intensity can upset them a bit. 
The ballast is built in so installation is extremely easy as with the 110.   

These lights are made and supplied by Avon Gro-lite Systems www.gro-lite.co.uk,
tel. +44(0)117 952 1379.

A bright 110w Biax

Healthy light = healthy roots

The Aeroponic Propagator
This is a fantastic product, great for both the beginner and for the more experienced
gardener. If you want to take care of your babies and give them round-the-clock
attention this propagator’s ideal! It works like a normal propagator except for the
feeding .The tank is filled up to about a quarter with the normal grow/veg nutrients
and a pump sprays a fine mist on to the suspended rock wool cubes. 
The pump’s plugged onto a timer, which will allow the gardener to water the cuttings
as he/she so finds best. For example you could set it to come on for 15 minutes in
every hour. If the medium appears to be drying out too quickly you could re-set it for
longer, say increases of five minutes. The optimum setting might not be reached until
the timer has been set to half an hour on/off. This will be determined by the
individual environment and the light used, i.e. a 250w metal halide will generate a lot
more heat than a small 35w fluorescent, drying out the medium more quickly, so
you’ll need more watering. 
When first putting the cutting into this system make sure they’re all watered evenly
and then start the pump going for when they’ll need watering again. This way there’s
no risk of overfeeding. The e.c
levels should be checked
occasionally. Once this simple
system has been mastered the
gardener won’t need to worry
about the babies and can enjoy
long weekends away, maybe in
Amsterdam!
They come with a clear plastic
vented lid, not pictured here
because the camera flash created
too much glare.

Available from
www.nutriculture.co.uk
Tel.+44(0) 170 4822 536

by baba
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A few years ago, Marc (not his real name)
and a fellow student, Robert, began by
setting up indoor weed plantations in and
around Amsterdam.  Despite both
possessing good academic qualifications
that could have earned them a good living
in real estate, the temptation to earn ‘quick
money the easy way’ proved irresistible.  
After some tough set backs, eventually
they were turning out highly successful
crops. Next, everything went about as
wrong as they can go and the two ex-
students were arrested. Not all weed
plantations are in the hands of ‘organized
crime’ – that’s obvious from this part of
the underworld. 

Soft Secrets: Tell us how you got
involved in the world of indoor growing
Marc?

“It wasn’t hard! This guy I knew, let’s call
him Hans, really wanted to grow his own
but didn’t have a suitable space. And I was
involved in real estate with a former
college friend who’d mentioned before
that he reckoned indoor weed cultivation
was a cool way to earn loadsa money! So
the fifth time he mentioned it I introduced
him to Hans.” 

But where did you get the idea to get
into indoor growing in the first place?

“We’d heard various stories from different
people who were growing personals, you
know. And the stories always kicked off
with how much money you could make
per square metre. Well, we couldn’t help
but think of all the vacant metres we had
at our disposal, and calculating what
they’d be worth. That was the hook.  So
we met together a few times, and what
came out was that one of us had the vacant
space and the other had the know-how.
This was between the three of us, Robert,
Hans and myself.  Hans had been a flower
farmer up in Westland, which kinda
established the necessary professionalism.

And you just ‘visioned’ it happening?

“No, I had to think it through first.  But
Robert was thinking in parallel that, for
sure, any money we invested would make
an easy and profitable return. The
calculations on paper looked excellent!

You saw yourselves as rich already?

“Of course!  We were spending it in our
heads!  There was always that fantastic
‘square metre myth’ leading you on.  And
that’s all pumped up by the media, you

can make a fortune from four square
metres.  Bullshit!  But we didn’t know
that, and we got going with a one floor flat
in Amsterdam.” 

Who did the set up and who invested?

“We did it all collectively.  Each of us
invested and  were all equal, but Hans had
practical experience so he was the project
manager and told us what to do.  But
along the way, you naturally get more
involved, plus we didn’t limit ourselves to
just that one location.”

But before that, what was your first
room like?

“A normal Amsterdam house, right in the
middle of a busy shopping street.  The
surface area was about 50 square metres
which, before we set it up, we made into
75 square metres. Then floor above
became free, so suddenly we’re converting
the new space before we’ve completed the
first one. “

Who actually owned the place?

“We only worked in places we owned.
This place was in my name.  
After a while we‘d converted 4 of the 5
floors into grow rooms.”

And it wasn’t noticed?

“I suppose it was.  We’d just arrive at the
front door with big bags of perlite.  In our
innocence we’d decided to grow in earth,
and without hydro-culture.  So you can
imagine how many loads of stuff we had
to bring in!” 

Was anybody else living in the house at
the time?

“Yeah, but after a while we found them
somewhere else to live.  And so it
continued till the whole house, from
ground floor to attic, was buzzing with our
plants.  

And then we had our first setback.  Lice to
be precise. Our first crop was covered in
them, just 2 weeks before harvest.  Hans
knew enough to get the best pesticide he
could buy, but he used too much and the
chemicals burnt all the plants. So ended
our first  harvest.  Well done, Hans,
partner! 

Our second major goof was when Hans
preserved an entire crop of 5 kilos in a
sealed plastic bag.  Fine idea, except the

crop wasn’t properly dry yet. Fatal!  Our
whole harvest went rotten!  So it’s Good
Luck 0, Hans, our star player, 2.  Our
motto became ‘We’ll get it right in the
end!’. Meantime we acquired the
apartment next door and it was soon full
too.”

How much did you know about selling
the product once you succeeded in
growing it? 

“Quite a lot.  We arranged that right at the
beginning.  Quite simply – we’d sell
straight to a wholesaler.  We used a middle
man the first time, but the commission
was way too high, however selling direct
to coffeeshops was also not an option.”

How did you get to know people in the
wholesale trade?

“Robert knew them.  We had one main
customer who’d take everything we could
supply. That side was good and we made
good money.” 

What were prices like?

“At that time Skunk was selling for six
thousand guilders a kilo.  Northern Light
could sell for a bit more.  But there would
be times when a load would come in from
Morocco or Colombia, IRT weed, and you
could tell by the immediate price drop
(IRT weed was weed smuggled in by
Dutch undercover cops. However they
brought in so much weed it soon took over
the market and it caused a national outcry
when it came to light – ed.).  Sometimes it
didn’t matter what you wanted, the market

is beholden only to itself, sometimes you
could only get five thousand for a kilo and
that was that.  The last thing you should
do during such a dip is refuse to sell.  To
my mind, the product’s got to be sold,
even when the price is low.  Otherwise
you go to keep the product in storage,
which has its risks too.  Plus your money’s
tied up.  Money’s easy to keep, in a safe,
or across the border, but to sit on that sort
of quantity waiting for the prices to rise,
no thanks.’

So, to get back to your story, things
went well for a while?

“At one stage we had two big houses with
five or six floors each plus a big farm just
outside Amsterdam with a grow space of
700 square metres.  Our big mistake was
the houses, of course.  You need to set up
a place critically from the very beginning.
And you need to know in advance the sort

of problems you’re likely to come up
against.  If you lack experience you can
easily overlook some problems.  Logistics
and transport can all pose problems.  In
the first house, the lamps gobbled so much
energy that the incoming cables were soon
completely exposed and melted.  The
whole house was on the edge of disaster
and it’s a damn miracle that no fires broke
out!” 

Weren’t you afraid the Energy
Company would spot you?

“Naw, we paid people from the Energy
Company to come and install heavy duty
cables!”

But wasn’t your massive energy bill
noticeable?

“How do you think that works in practice?
Somebody comes to the door and pushes a
meter card in, right?  (there was never
anybody home, naturally). Then you just
fill in the card and the how of keeping it
normal was something we’d face later..
We had other people to handle that for us,
specialised people. That’s the way the
world works.”

How did you come across such people?

“Once we just approached some guys
from the energy company who were
working further up our street and asked
them, very discreetly, if they’d be
interested in doing some, “private”, work
for us.  The next busy Saturday morning,
they arrived, put up an official energy
company work tent, and installed the
heavy duty cables for us directly from the
main cable in the street.  Right in the
middle of the shopping public!”

They’d probably done that sort of thing
before? 

“That I can’t say. The best bit is that the

guy came with his father who was already
retired from his service at the energy
company.”

Did either one of you three have the
final word when it came to taking
important decisions?

“No, that wasn’t possible, mainly because
we were all working in different places
most of the time.  One would be busy in
the houses, another would be out at the
farm, and the third would just be at his
job.  Naturally we met to discuss various
growing methods and so on, there are
more ways than one to make money.. But
we didn’t have to deliberate much once we
were all agreed that hydroponics was the
only method for us.”

Because the organic method didn’t work?

“It simply wasn’t manageable.  Not to say

A commentary concerning trade in cannabis in the light of semi-organised crime in the Netherlands. The purpose is to sketch a realistic view of the people in the illegal
circuit, who make sure there is always hash and weed on the market. From the big boys to the small fry: Highlife’s special reporter, Charlie Stone tries to uncover all the
facets within this underworld. By Charlie Stone

Murphy’s Law

In the first house, the lamps gobbled so much
energy that the incoming cables were soon

completely exposed and melted. The whole house
was on the edge of disaster and it’s a damn

miracle that no fires broke out.

After a few months of intense growing in an
ordinary house, you’re going to have to replace the

ceilings, and that means everything is going to
have to be removed.

The whole damn house is wrecked.
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that hydro didn’t create its own problems!
What to do with all those slabs, for
example.  Do you have any idea how
much water they can contain?!  Or what it
takes to get it out again?  But the slabs had
to be replaced, and we had to deal with
some very very heavy garbage bags.  And
another problem was how to get rid off all
our waste.  After standing offloading at the
garbage dump a few times, the people
there soon grokked what we were doing,
so they had to be paid off.  We’re talking
literally tons of garbage!”

Didn’t you have problems with your
neighbours at the grow houses?

“And how!  Mainly complaints about
water leakages.  A house being used for
this purpose quickly becomes
uninhabitable.  It’s got to cope with
excessive humidity. A huge quantity of
water is evaporated under the lamps which
soon settles in the walls and ceilings,
which then start to warp.  After a few
months of intense growing in an ordinary
house, you’re going to have to replace the
ceilings, and that means everything is
going to have to be removed.  The whole
damn house is wrecked.  Mould sets in, oh
you name it!  

You can never insulate the whole place
against the rising damp.  Leakages and
spills were a daily occurrence.  Luckily
the doorbell didn’t work, which meant the
neighbours could ring all they liked and
get no response.  The water would just
keep coming, haha!  Then they’d phone
the landlord, who...happened to be Robert!
So we’d find out when they complained!
Ha ha!”

Did you get a good return on your
investments?

“The investment was certainly more than
returned, but we just kept on expanding
and everything we made was just
reinvested.  Plus we were always
improving. You have to make mistakes
before you can make improvements –
brand it into my heart.”

You should have prepared yourselves
better in advance, right?

“We started off thinking, ‘we’re smarter
than most of the delinquents in the trade -
we all have academic qualifications’, and
all that kind of nonsense.  
In the end, it’s the money greed factor that
gets you, it makes you careless.  Let’s not
kid ourselves, you can make gigantic sums
of money when you reach big scale
projects.  But sooner or later, something
will give.  
And its usually when you need to rely on
someone else for assistance.  A certain
kind of mentality is required in this game,
but it was usually people with a whole
different attitude we had to deal with, and
they weren’t covering our backs properly.
Once things start to go wrong, it’s already
too late.”

Why did you get into all that
cultivation hassle when you all had well
paid jobs anyway?

“Bending government rules certainly
played a big role. Also, growing weed is
not morally reprehensible. Plus, you
assume that one day it will all be legal

anyway, and then it’s a good thing to have
all that know-how and experience already. 
And besides, the knowledge that you
won’t have to rot in a jail cell for long
years is encouraging, in the Netherlands at
least... And last but definitely not least,
because you can make loadsa money!
Start a weed plantation is a lot easier than
robbing a bank.  

And then there’s the recalcitrance factor,
it’s a bit of resistance to the established
order, after all.  A bit of anti-
establishmentarianism, it’s a great feeling
to sit in your car and be able to think,
‘aha, we have just managed another
successful harvest,’ and without having to
pay taxes either. It gives you a feeling that
you have something that the bureaucrats
and the authorities can do nothing about
because it is illegal. They and their love of
regulations are kept out.”

So what went wrong then?

“It was so horribly stupid!  We weren’t
indirectly betrayed, and nothing went
wrong with the sales or transportation.

One of our gofers was stepping out from
one of the houses with two garbage bags
covering two lamps. One of the bags hung
open and coincidentally a passing cop saw
the lamp and thought, ‘hey, what this?’
That wouldn’t have been so bad as
apparently these things get stolen
frequently in the world of indoor
agriculture.  
That’s what the cop thought initially -
theft.  So the guy gets stopped and taken
in for questioning.   And from there on
everything started to go wrong. Someone
had seen it happen and warned us.  But
then you’re aware - any moment now they
could be coming for me.”

But the guy could have just kept his
mouth shut, right?

“He was released after a few days, but
that’s how you know it must be bad.  They
don’t keep you for so long for carrying a
few lamps.  Besides, they weren’t reported
as stolen.  These things have registration
numbers, which can be checked in a few
minutes.
During the time the guy was being held,
we managed to clear out most of the stuff.
Just as well because the guy had been
singing, and a few days later the cops
entered the house with the idiot’s front
door keys!  They took away everything we
had not already cleared out.  It took
another two weeks before they were
standing on my doorstep.”

But you had already cleared all the
rooms?

“The houses were empty except for a few
wet slabs.  But it was impossible to
disguise their former purpose.  Like I said
before, all the rooms had become
uninhabitable and the wet slabs were
already enough evidence for the police.”

Did they haul you out of bed?

“In a way - all of a sudden six policemen

were standing in front of the door of my
home.  They thought it was also a grow
space.  And then of course, you get to go
for a ride with them.”

And then?

“And then you get to sit for a few days,
hahaha.  And that’s really crap, really bad.
You can’t relax for a moment sitting in
one of those poky cells, mainly because
the bastard things are ice cold.  You just sit
there, with nothing to eat or drink.  Once
in a while you get a prescribed meal
shoved at you, but you have nothing to
read or do and it’s totally boring. One day
lasts a very long time.  The second day
lasts even longer, and the third, and the
fourth too!”

When did they start with your hearing?

“That starts on the first day already.  And
there’s one the next day too.  But from the
previous two weeks you already know
what they’ve been told and what they
know about you.  They’d released the guy
who’d told them everything,  so he was

free to walk around while they were
looking for me. Via via I had already been
told that they were interested in me.”

You couldn’t have just denied it?  

“I did’t tell them much at first. I tried to
limit the damage, but they knew most of it
already which was really irritating.  
What surprised me most was that it had
taken so long for them to come and get
me.  Afterwards it became clear that they
thought we were into much bigger stuff,
and they taken more time to prepare their
case and had spent a lot of time and
money doing so. 
They were probably hoping to catch a
much bigger fish.  And the jerk they’d
initially arrested apparently had laid
everything on me.”

Shouldn’t you have been more careful
with the kind of people you took in?

“Well, the least I’d expected was he’d
keep his fat mouth shut!”

Were Robert and Hans also arrested?

“Robert was, but Hans had managed to
keep completely out of it all.  No one said
anything about him.  
So our third location, the farm, was never
discovered.”

So the guy who’d been arrested had
mentioned Robert also?

“No, the little worm was a big buddy of
Robert’s which is why I got all the shit.
At the hearing I was even confronted with
plantations I‘d never even heard of!
That’s how I found out where he’d been
heading with those two damned lamps.  
It turns out Robert had a few sideline grow
rooms I was unaware of. 
Not a nice story to find out about,
especially when you thought you were
working with trustworthy people.  
They’d been running their own number,

using communal company funds.
But the cops had done their homework
really well, and had completed research in
the neighbourhood. They could quote
times and dates of places we’d been and
things we’d done. And it was all true.
Amazing! I could’t get out from under
that, and so I went down.”

What happened to you?

“I never heard from Hans again.  We still
had a harvest of about thirty kilo’s which I
imagine he sold and pocketed the money.
I did see Robert a few times but I felt used
by him, and so I’d never do any kind of
business with him again. Actually it was
directly because of his sneakiness with his
private grow spaces that led to our
collective downfall.”

What were the consequences of your
arrest for you?

“I lost my job in the real estate company,
but more than that I’d never be able to
work in that field again.  Everyone knew
why I’d been arrested, so I could forget
that world.  
The real estate world is pretty small. I lost
all my money, and all the equipment from
the grow rooms was seized.  
The company capital was also gone and I
was held responsible for all the damaged
properties in my name, which had to be
seriously renovated before they could be
sold.  Instead of having a quarter of a
million to my name I was now a hundred
thousand in debt!.”

How did the process end?

“There were two cases against me.  I was
convicted for the first and the second is
still in motion.  For the first I was accused
of damage to the environment and I got
off with a provisional fine of 500 guilders
(about £150). 
The second case is based on breaking the
Opium Law but I’m hoping that it‘ll fade
when compared with the IRT scandal. 

Want the moral of the story?  In this
business you can certainly make money,
but don’t think it just flows forth,
especially not when you’re working it on a
big scale.  Extra volume requires extra
investment.  People who manage to do it
well possess certain entrepreneurial
qualities, however you look at it.  
They may be working in the margins of
society but they’re actually excellent
business people who could just as easily
be earning big bucks in normal above
board business.  
I imagine they think they can’t do that,
only because they don’t see their potential
in normal marketing, and because of their
social persuasions, they think they’ll never
make it in the usual way.” 

Would you do it again if you could
work with different and trustworthy
people?

“No. There are better, and legal, ways to
make money.  You could say that all the
shit that happened has cured me.  
Even when it was going well I sometimes
used to think to myself, ‘what in God’s
name are we doing?’
only we’d invested some of that money in

something like legitimate real estate, we’d
all be better off today.”

In the end, it’s the money greed factor that gets
you, it makes you careless. Let’s not kid ourselves,

you can make gigantic sums of money when you
reach big scale projects.
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I hope I’m not being too controversial
here, but I’m the kind of guy who
doesn’t want to see the laws on weed
changed. Lots of reasons for this, but
mainly money. Since I make a good
living out of the laws as they are, I’m
praying for an absence of any big rush
to change them.

I keep hearing the same arguments;
dope will be cheaper if the law’s
changed, it will be “cleaner” (whatever
the fuck that means), there’ll be more
choice.  Oh, and people won’t get
busted for buying from “the
underworld” any more (meaning that
middle class boys and girls won’t run
the risk of landing a criminal record
and fucking up their prospects in later
yuppie life).  

Allow me to kick each of them up the
arse, in no particular order:

Choice: I know some people reckon
that if weed’s legalised or
decriminalised, regular capitalists will
move in and we’ll get a huge choice of
primo dope. Well, that’s bullshit, cos
while capitalism promises an infinite
choice variety, you only need to look at
the supermarket shelves to see what
you actually get: a big range of the
same fucking stuff in different packets!
I remember some stoner who came
round my place seriously talking about
“dope supermarkets”, complete with
special offers, flashy packaging and
aisles just full of different types of
dope. What a load of fucking bollocks!
Can you imagine it? Bar coded blow,
buy an ounce get one free?! 

It’s a scary thought.  Suddenly I feel
like a local corner shop owner when he
hears a new megastore is opening next
door. 

“Clean” dope: I’m taking this to mean
dope free of impurities and dodgy
contents. Dunno what all the fucking
fuss is about this - if you want clean
dope buy good weed and stay away
from resin, it’s as simple as that.
Most of my posse grow from seed and
then use cuttings from the best of the
plants. I use organic methods, so my
stuff is as “clean” as it can get. 
With Babylon Capitalism you get
genetically modified and fuck knows
what else.
Price: And as for the price coming
down, well maybe, but think about
how these fuckers achieve it. Think
about bananas, or coffee - the prices
are so low that the poor farmers end
up living on a weekly income that
equals the cost of a bunch of bananas
in the supermarket or a cup of coffee
in Starbucks! It’s fucking immoral is
what it is. I don’t like exploitation of
producer countries so we can get
cheap drugs, which is why I don’t deal
in coke.

Criminality: As it happens, I love the
buzz of doing something a bit naughty,
and selling a bit of weed isn’t really
that big a deal. The drug squads here
usually ignore it unless you really take
the piss, but getting one over on
them’s a fucking blast. I get off on all
the ducking and diving involved; it’s
like a game.
And as for the rich kids running the

risk of getting a record, fuck ‘em. If
you can’t do the time...all that. 
Most of them bitch about weight, cost
and everything else there is to bitch
about, and by the time they’re 25
they’re saying they tried it once but
didn’t inhale. I used to know one who
now prosecutes users in court. 
Fucking hypocrite: I wish he’d been
busted!

So, actually, I’m doing dope users a
favour. I grow four types of wicked
grass (guaranteed), it’s organic and
I’m making a nice cut on it.
My customers can feel good about
themselves, secure in their own minds
that they’re neither exploiting some

poor cunt in the third world, nor
putting money into the pockets of
dodgy gangsters (very definitely
including the multinationals). 
And as I’m unemployable (like loads
of others I know), by buying local
produce you’re be keeping me (and
loads like me) in, ah, “respectable
employment”.  Idle hands and all that. 

I see I’m starting to rant. 
My THC levels must be down. I’m off
for a joint, of prime organic ‘erb. 

You can pose your objections or
agreements to Joe at
horribly_stoned_boy@hotmail.com

Uphold the law!

Attention grow-, smart- and
headshopkeepers of Britain!
After just five issues, Soft Secrets UK is already the biggest and considered by
many the best cannabis-related publication in the country - and it keeps getting
bigger and better!

If you think your customers would be as keen to read it each month as we do,
and you would like to receive copies of SS UK for distribution in your shop or
outlet, please fax us at: 00 31 73 547 9732 with your business details or email us
at softsecrets@ganja.com.

If you are already a distributor, you can raise the number of copies you would
like to receive by faxing us, or calling one of the UK wholesale distribution
centres:

Beaver/The Lodge: 01322 273444
Avon Gro-Lite Systems: 01179 521379

Note that individuals cannot order their own copies and Discover Publisher does
not offer subscriptions.

Soft Secrets - Essential reading for Britain's 
independent tokers, growers and cannabusinesses! 

By Joe Kane
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Typically, they’re 5 grams of finest sieved
Moroccan hashish. It’s impossible to find
inferior quality Caramelos for the simple
reason that whoever creates these eggs is
a true Cannabis Lover/Believer and has
travelled round-trip from the UK to
Morocco on a quest.

Before you purchase, the pure resin is
totally unpressed, a golden glistening
powder which can instantly be tested and
graded by the purchaser. The loose
powder is very sticky and easily pressed
together in the palm of a hand.  As a
further test, you can put a flame to it and
immediately press your thumb on it. As
the delicate ripe resin glands burst from
the pressure, the gold dust will darken,
and you should be able to see your thumb
print on it. As a final test, put a flame to it
again and notice if it starts bubbling –
that’s high grade. 

Once the customer’s satisfied himself as
to quality, and agreed a price, it’s
wrapped into egg shapes according to the
size the customer wants. These eggs are
pressed by hand and wrapped with cling
film, three, five or even ten grams like
these pictured here. 

They’re then swallowed - hidden! The
magician must still pass through all
customs and international borders like a
cool summers’ breeze.  For small-time
smugglers, this remains a safer
transportation method than suitcase or car.

The pieces of Caramelo are pressed
further by muscles and the heat inside the
body as they fellow-travel along! Perhaps
this body press is what gives them this
amazing shine?  Certainly, if slabs of high
grade pollen are pressed under a five ton
jack press for six months, they’ll also
eventually shine like Caramelos!  

So how does it work? I suppose profit
margins explain a lot of the motivation,
but quality remains of paramount
importance.  High-grade cannabis resins
are extremely rare in the UK, especially
since the Nederweed influx of indoor
cultivation. 

Shit Commercial Hash
Of course it’s a healthier option than the
dirty soap bars and adulterated pollens
that keep coming into this country on a
mass scale. Lucky potheads out there
might stumble across amazing grades of
resins, only to find their availability very
limited. These lucky luxuries have most
probably arrived here through some hash
aficionado (literally) who‘s turned small-
time smuggler, with the emphasis being
on small-time. The amounts rarely exceed
a thousand grams, and most is usually
kept for personal consumption - tiny
when compared to the lorry and boat
loads continually bringing in tons of
dodgy hash.

Shit-hash being brought into the UK is a
very distressing fact, and quite simply the

people doing it are bastards! The
government’s even more responsible.
Which brings us back to the old argument
of decriminalisation vs. coffee shops, and
the fact that coffee shops can only survive
on quality based ethics. In other words,
the crap soap bar will no longer be able to
hold its place in the free market, and high
grades of hash and charas as well as skuff
will be allowed to take their place. 

The common view on hash in the UK is
that it’s thoroughly dirty, and there’s little
to say that will change people’s minds.
You can’t expect someone to believe in
something they’ve never seen before.
More pollen is currently available, but
quality is unstable. Just because someone
says its pollen doesn’t mean it’s pollen!
It can still be full of nasty adulterants.
Compared to a Caramelo, a pressed slab
of commercial grade pollen hardly
bubbles or stays alight. This is evidence
of minimal oils, along with a slight brown
colour (adulterants) in the smoke. The
smoke should be a lovely misty blue
colour. There isn’t a lot of difference in
the price, but the quality will make you
feel like you’ve just had the best orgasm
ever and leave a satisfied smirk on your
face.

In a place like the Rif Mountains of
Morocco, people are proud of their
product. Once again it’s about going to
the source. This trip has to be a must for
every serious hash smoker. Although you
can get extremely stoned at home, you
cannot fully appreciate the higher states
of high even from smoking a piece of
Caramelo in your front room.  Imagine,
instead, being on a kif farm somewhere in
the high regions of the Rif.  Imagine
sieving your own hash by hand, pressing
it and then smoking it. Fantastic or what?
These are either spiritual moments in

one’s life or else you could just say it’s a
real fresh hit of THC that you’ve never
experienced before. 

Unlike quality pollen, which contains
almost pure, rich ripe THC glands, many
mass-produced pressed pollen blocks
contain Nescafe, candle wax, crushed up
pills for mental health problems, and the
most magical binder – tree sap. Let’s not
even start on the soap bars and car tyres.

I hope this article is perceived in the right
light.  By no means am I suggesting that
you should go and fetch some back for
yourself, quite the opposite!  
DON’T do it, even though it might look
very tempting. When you’re leaving a
foreign country that has top quality hash,
they usually have strict rules and severe
penalties. Never leave such a country in
possession of even a small bit, no matter
how good it is!  If you’re not convinced,
re-read Willem’s underworld-story, in
Soft Secrets nr. 3.

All we can do is put our collective
support in the right places and try to push
the boundaries further until it’s possible
for a cannabis free-market to exist. Until
then the ever-changing ruling political
parties are happy for their law-abiding
citizens to smoke unhealthy cannabis
resins whilst retaining archaic legislation. 

Hash smokers are a hazard only to
themselves, and we don’t want to hurt
anyone. We should also be allowed the
right to make our own informed
decisions.  A change in the law might just
mean that we could get better quality and
it might also stop naive potheads from
ending up in jails all over the world. 

Love from Baba

Quality vs. Quantity
If you’re ever lucky enough to come across some of these sticky beauties you’ll
know somebody’s gone to a lot of hassle to assure you get some really top quality.
They’re known as ‘Caramelos,’ from the Spanish word for ‘sweets,’ and sometimes
also called ‘Huevos’ – ‘eggs’.

QuantityQuantityQuantityQuantity
Quantity

Quantity Quantity
Quantity

Quantity

Quantity

Quantity

The unmistakeable shine of high-grade
hashish.

A slab of mass-produced inferior quality
hashish, known to us in the UK as pollen

Before one buys it, the resin is totally unpressed, a

golden glistening powder, which can immediately

be tested and graded by the customer.

The loose powder is very sticky and easily pressed

together in the palm of a hand.

These lucky luxuries have most probably found

their way in here through some hash aficionado

(literally) who has turned small-time smuggler

with the emphasis being on small-time

These lucky luxuries have most probably found

their way in here through some hash aficionado

(literally) who has turned small-time smuggler

with the emphasis being on small-time

By Joe Kane
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Back in the Hippy Era, there was an
urban myth about pot smoking called
The Sitting Bull Theory. It went like
this:

On one of his visits to the New World, Sir
Walter Raleigh smoked the peace pipe with
Chief Sitting Bull. Stoned for the very first
time on the various psychoactive herbs in the
mix, Sir Walter giggled to Sitting Bull:
”Chief, if I lay this shiny plastic mirror on
you, could you... ah... give me a kilo of this
stuff to take back to England?”
Sitting Bull turned to his right hand brave
and muttered:
“Give him a kilo of the lousy brown stuff.”

And, man, we been smoking it ever since!

Now, as with many “myths”, 2 things
struck me as authentic about this one.
First, such switches are notorious in an
illegal trade where you have to test the
product internally. Second, the myth tells of
a powerful psychoactive drug arriving in
Puritan England where it becomes a very
trendy ‘fun drug,’ hailed as a ‘miracle cure’
for depression, fevers, headaches, chilblains
and venereal disease, but is finally rendered
“acceptable” for the masses (meaning the
pleasure’s removed); certainly a very
common occurrence with other drugs,
Coke being the perfect example.  

I decided to find out more about the history
of so-called “tobacco”

And it turns out that “smoking peace pipes
with the Indians” was actually very
common; even one of the Pilgrim Fathers,
William Penn, condoned smoking the
peace pipe with Indian chiefs!

And, within a few years of hitting Europe,
"tobacco” was bigger than ecstasy across
all the courts of Europe, with more ‘class’
and allure than cocaine holds today because
of it’s ‘healing’ properties.  It was banned
by the Pope and the Czar and denounced
by James 1 as “the Devil’s weed”!  When
you consider the massive advertising
required by the corporate industry of just
recently, any fair minded observer must
ask: why was "tobacco" so immediately
and immensely popular?

“You... inhale the smoke, 
Sir Walter?!!!”

When Sir Walter Raleigh presented
himself to Queen Elizabeth, as every
Englishman learns in school, she enquired

what delicacy he’d brought back for his
queen this time.  Little impressed with his
reply ”Tobacco, Your Highness” , she was
even less impressed with the ”dried
leaves" he then displayed.  But his next
direction left the monarch less than
amused: ”You mean to burn the very gift
you so gallantly brought for your
queen?!”

The royal interview reached its nadir with
the last reported line of royal dialogue, a
shocked ”You ...inhale the smoke, Sir
Walter?!!!!”

Finally she is reported to have “liked“ it.
Now; if she was already so nauseated by
the very idea of inhaling smoke, today’s
tobacco would pretty surely have made
her sick!  No?  Unlike today, so unnatural
was the idea of ‘smoking’ that they called
it ‘drinking’!  And besides, the actual
tobacco plant was five times stronger then
than today.

So the fact she “liked” it is a very strong
positive.  If a queen’s unimpressed she’ll
say so, and she’s not easily impressed!  

It’s my opinion, after my research and
contemplations, that she must have loved
it – she, in fact, got high!

Must all Shakespeare's plays be
reconsidered (a record exists of him being
introduced to Sir Walters tobacco mix.)  

And must we reconsider “Your Highness”?

The Tobacconists

In London, a group of young nobles
started meeting regularly to smoke
“tobacco”, calling themselves... wait for
it... “The Tobacconists,” and writing
poetry and getting up to “all manner of
debaucheries” - or so the enraged fathers
claimed when scandal hit and the
meetings were banned.  Pre-echoes here
of Beaudelaire’s Hashishins in 1920s’
Paris, perhaps?!

It Was All In The Mix

According to the Sitting Bull Theory, at
some point the green stuff was removed.
I’ll cover that in Part Two, The Great
Tobacco Switch.  Here I want to
establish the likelihood that “tobacco”
was a mix of various psychoactive herbs -
with the tobacco plant sometimes used as
a ‘bed’.

And for that we must explore the scant
historical records of how the Mayans and
other tribes used it.  

Aguilar describes Aztec king
Montezuma’s evening meal thus: “They
also placed on the table 3 tubes, much
painted and gilded, in which they put
liquid amber mixed with some herbs
which they called tobacco.”  

A similar, much later Mexican record
describes tobacco smoking “with fragrant
resins and herbs.”  Resins?  Amber?
Toad venom? 

One “tobacco” snuff popular in the 1950s,
Cohoba, often smoked too, was found to
contain “short acting tryptamines,
especially NN-dimethyltryptamine.”
DMT!   200 year old snuffs from mummy
bundles found in Northern Chile also
contained “entheogenic tryptamines”. 

“In order to ‘see’ the future, shamans
chewed tobacco or drank an infusion of
datura, tyhyquy or ate 2 other herbs, yopa
and osca.”  Well, yeah, chewing tobacco
and drinking datura should do it, and who
cares which dunnit, right?!  

“Tobacco was mixed with Aristolelia,
maqui, calafate wood shavings and other
plants (Guevara Silva)”  A whole lotta
mixing going on!

I once sat in a small round hut with a
Northern India tantric baba.  Around the
glowing sacred fire squatted seven of us
visitors, heads bent slightly forwards
because of the sloping roof.  Every so
often, as if to underline some comment,
the baba would toss a pinch from one of
several small sacks into the fire, the
perfumed smoke filling the hut (and our
lungs!) almost instantly.  Let’s say the
herbs were maqui, calafate wood
shavings, datura, tyhyquy, yopa and osca.
In that tiny hut he was the alchemical
drug jockey, the consciousness sequencer.
Can I buy a kilo of this stuff, see what I
mean?!

Pipes of Peace with Pieces of
Whatever Turns You On

Columbus describes the natives on
Guahani Island in the Bahamas, in 1492,
smoking cigars of maize leaves filled with
assorted herbs which they called “tabacos”.
Rolled tobacco leaves are still sold as
“blunts” (see pic).  He later recorded that it
was actually their pipes they called
“tabacos” (!). Either way, if you’ve never
tried it, you might be charmed to know
they were smoking it through their noses.  
But you shouldn’t be surprised.  The
hundreds of different South and North
American tribes digested copious herbal
mixes (and toad venom) by smoking in
cigars, pipes, up their noses, and as drinks
and snuffs.  Just this last summer, some
500 year old American Indian chillums
were dug up in Canada!

Most anthropologists (not all) claim the
white man introduced Cannabis Indica to
America - earlier visitors than Columbus!
But how the hell could you know?!  And,
besides, there are near infinite varieties,
some not even identified yet:
“Not many people realise that under the
name of Cannabis Indica is hidden the resin
from an almost identical plant called
Urticacea.  No narcotic is as available to
the common man.”  Prof. Victor A Reko,
member of the Academy of Sciences in
Mexico.

Rainbow Speaks, of the Cinco Putas
tribe, recalls as a boy his grandmother’s
daily ritual of rolling cannabis flower tops
in handmade corn paper.  Then, holding
the “joint” upright before her, gazing into
the smoke, she’d pray: “Thank you Great
Mother!” for each gift the day had brought,
including her present relaxation.  “To this
day, Native Americans lift pipes filled with
the sacred herb in offerings of thanks to
the Great Mother.”
Former chairman of the American Indian
Movement (AIM) John Strudel:  “Let
me say it like this: “My DNA needs THC,
OK?  Tribal peoples have always used
hemp in one form or other.  From some
people I hear yeah and they’ll explain how
it was used.  Then another set generally
say it wasn’t used – they usually have a
heavy boarding school education.  The
traditionalists just know... you know?!”

So it certainly looks like, not only Sitting
Bull, but Shakespeare, Queen Elizabeth
and the European bluebloods, depending
where they’d scored this month, could
have been smoking marijuana, inhaling or
snorting DMT, or damn near anything
else! 
The Hippies, as so often, intuited it more
correctly than we moderns yet imagine!  It
was probably the drugs! :)

In Part Two, The Great Tobacco
Switch, Fraser explores just how the
masses (that’s us) were swindled out of
a great drug and palmed off with, well,
big leaves and chemicals. PLUS: A
History of Hemp in the New World

culture

The Sitting Bull Theory
by Fraser Clark, our access-all-levels roving reporter

PART ONE Smoking Peace Pipes with the Injuns
Mayan pictograph of tobacco smoking.
They've been at it for thousands of years.
The guy on the right appears to be puffing,
his joint or chillum is emitting loads of
passive smoking or contact highs, and he
certainly looks wasted. He might also have
sprouted wings (as in flying high) which
might be confirmed by the thing he’s sitting
on which looks to me like he feels his head
is hitting the roof :)  The guy on the left is
probably mirror-gazing after smoking
whatever his mate put in the mix!

Tobacco" came from the Devil, see? 
Old tarot pack.

Slave dealer selling 2 sad looking slaves on
Goree island, 1796. What's he puffing, and
is his customer getting a contact high?
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weckels

world of 

wonders
Text & photography: Weckels, the grow-specialist from Atami

TRAVELINDOOR

This time around, there’ll be no
mention of monster patches or
warehouses full of plants, but just a
single allotted cupboard in which, with
difficulty (thanks to the restricted
space), maybe ten plants can be raised
to maturity. That this form of growing
really is no longer the sole preserve of
the beginner is not especially well
known among growers. Most of us opt
by preference for one huge space in
which all plants can be raised together
simultaneously, and which later can be
set to bloom at the same time. In this
way at least we are assured of a large
crop and the expensive equipment can
be more quickly paid for. Nonetheless,
bear in mind that making a good profit
will also drive up your non-equipment
costs (e.g. energy, food) too.

In any case, most growers choose, purely
for reasons of limited space, to grow in a
cupboard. Not everyone is lucky enough
to be in possession of a garage, empty
attic or other suitable space for a decent
plantation, and many of us literally have
access only to a cupboard for their
cultivation.

With a little handiwork, any cupboard can
be transformed into a good place for
growing, But you should always make
sure there are no cracks out of which the
strong odour (from the plants) and
powerful light from the lamps can escape
from. Besides the fact that the strong light
can give us away as growers, the plant
itself can be hurt by the experience if
she’s in bloom. If light happens to get in
from outside (the cupboard) during the
dark period, then the plants soon become
stressed or can even cease to bloom
altogether. 

Even once we have made sure all cracks
have been filled, we’re still far from
finished with our preparation. For a start
there’s a lamp to be hung over where the
plants will grow, the air filter still has to
be installed, and in the bottom of the
cupboard some sort of run-off tray has to
be fitted, in which water overflow can be
caught. 
It’s not really necessary to have an
automatic watering system fitted for
growing in a cupboard, provided we’re
prepared to be a bit handy with a watering
can and can ensure that the plants get
enough (feed) water.

Because putting together a professional
growing cupboard takes a fair bit of time
and not everyone is capable of cobbling

one together themselves, a lot of
(cupboard) growers choose to buy one (or
indeed several). The great advantage of
buying a growing cupboard is that for a
start it saves us a pile of work, and
secondly that it probably, eventually,
works out cheaper in total cost than
buying a whole bunch of separate parts
(such as lamps, an air filter, a
thermometer, and so forth). It will also
inevitably happen that the first time you
try it out you’ll accidentally trash a whole
cupboard because despite all your
hammering, nailing, filling and so on, it’s
still too rickety. 
Nonetheless, a bought or self-made
growing cupboard offers a great deal of
opportunity - especially when more than
one are used – for the beginner and the
experienced grower. Even for the real ‘big
boys’ among us there are some real
successes to be had. 

One of the biggest advantages of using
what are often pretty small cupboards for
growing in is that the large amount of
trimming work can be spread over longer
periods. When we don’t use a small
cupboard or space but fill a large
warehouse full of plants in numbers too

huge to count, then at the very least we
are going to have to descend on it at
harvest time with a bunch of friends. 
At worst a whole team of trimmers will

be needed to get the work done. For this
reason it can be a useful strategy to
germinate a large room full of plants and
then once they have developed a bit – you
can even let them begin to
bloom slightly, spread them
out.  But when the harvest
period comes, it really comes.
With it often comes panic for
the grower too, when he begins
to calculate the number of
cutting and trimming hours
ahead and realises he ain’t
gonna make it.
When this situation arises for a
grower with a space in a nice
secluded, out-of-the way place,
it’s often no problem to move a
horde of nimble-fingered ladies
armed with scissors in and start
them snipping away. This is the
only way of handling a large
harvest and being certain that
all the buds will have had the
sheers run over them in time. 

If we happen to have set up our
growing space in a busy
neighbourhood, it has already
been hard enough to sneak the

growing equipment past preying eyes, let
alone a whole team of trimmers. For
precisely these growers, the cupboard
growing technique has a lot to offer,
because you never need more than a day
trimming when there’s only ten plants
ready for harvesting. 
Further more, we’re no longer dependent
on third parties, by which primarily I
mean the deliverers of clones. When we
use more than one cupboard we can set
up a sort of rolling production line. By
this I mean that we can establish the
plants in various growing cupboards in
different stages of development and
flowering, and we can always be in the
position to take clones off the plants that
are in their growth stage at that moment. 

In such a way do we not only control the
costs, we can also germinate the more
expensive varieties from seeds, select the
loveliest and strongest plants and fill the
cupboards with these. All this even makes
it possible to tackle raising the really
exclusive breeds, those not available at
your common or garden clone merchant.
In short, before we know it we’ve got a
cupboard full of a really special bud, one
any coffee shop or ‘independent retail
agent’ will snap your hand off for. 
It is also the case that smokers are
becoming increasingly discerning, with
greater demands on the qualities such as
taste, appearance and high beginning to
become ever more important. We will
soon start to see far fewer of the simple
varieties entered for the ‘weed cups’ and
other important public statements of the
best (-raised) marihuana. 

Besides the advantages of spreading the
scissor-work and providing a rolling
system of breeding and then using our
own clones, various growing cupboards
also offer the possibility of getting a very

Growing in the closet

The buds stand nicely at the same height, which will be to the benefit of the eventual harvest.

The ten plants in this growing cupboard are already in
bloom, and they’ve surely reached the right height.

Small cupboards have even been known to be overlooked during a raid. They

also reduce the risk of us being caught growing because we can empty the

cupboard in an evening and/or move them if there are raids going down locally.

Weckels is a photographer and grow scene reporter for a number of Dutch magazines. He has achieved
a certain fame in the Netherlands for his coverage of (indoor and outdoor) weed production,
specialising in the documentation of outdoor plantations. Here, Weckels will discuss the growing of
marihuana indoors. Take advantage of it! 
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good result without using excessive
amounts of energy from the mains. 
But it will undoubtedly still have
happened to some of us: you’ve got a nice
cubby hole full of lamps, and then
suddenly everything goes out. Naturally
you had a torch in the vicinity and the
search for the cause could happily begin.
After a whole heap of trouble you manage
to get it up and running, and once again,
begin to relax and trust the system. Sadly,
the next day it goes off again. 
Now we’re starting to get pissed off with
our housemates, who in turn are pretty

pissed off with us, and it’s off back to the
growing cupboard. After some more
detective work, we finally put the problem
to rest: the mains supply was inadequate
for the needs of the system and once again
the fuses kept blowing. Only doubling the
outlet sockets leading to the growing space
can solve it. But this is not as easy as it
looks, and not everyone is happy to deal
with a spaghetti of electric cables snaking
their way into the cupboard. 
For those in such a position, growing in
more cupboards can be the ideal solution,
then we can split the
energy supply up
during the day and
night and thus spread
the load on the
house’s wiring. 
On top of this, small
cupboards often have
the advantage of
producing
considerably less
odour pollution and
have even been
known to be
overlooked during a
raid! They also
reduce the risk of us
being caught growing
because we can
empty the cupboard
in an evening and/or
move them if there
are raids going down
locally. Further more,
most local bobbies
have much better
things to waste their
time on than busting

some nickel-and-dime cupboard with a
few innocent plants in it, and if caught
we’re most likely to get off with a caution.
As for the actual growing itself, a
cupboard does sometimes have the
drawback that it can be very temperature-
sensitive. For example, when the vacuum
pump is not working at the right speed, the
temperature can quickly become raised
and we have to make sure that they do not
become wilted and/or even withered. This
is in contrast to the situation in a large
grow space, which changes temperature

less drastically. 
Rather than too high a temperature, the
problem in the winter months can be that
the temperature in the growing cupboard
drops too far in the (dark) flowering
period. This can be very damaging to the
developing flower clusters and for this
reason it is advisable to have the cupboard
inside a room kept around the 20-degree
mark. Only in this way can you maintain
the optimal living environment needed to
fully realise the huge potential of cupboard
growing!

TRAVELINDOOR

A nice yield for such a small space. The
buds do have a few yellow leaves, but for
the rest were of excellent quality.
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They had developed many side branches
on which I hoped a large number of fat
buds would soon develop. Nothing could
be further from the truth. This had been
shaping up to be my first outdoor planting
that had gone without problems, thanks to
my previous experience with indoor
growing. Halfway through August the K2s
began to bloom and everything appeared
rosy-tinted and promising, because it was
still a warm and sunny Summer. But by
the beginning of September the weather
gods had other ideas. The floodgates were
opened and it began to rain stair rods. At
first I thought it was just a short bad spell,
because we usually enjoy a pretty soft end
of the summer. 
But when no end was in sight two weeks
later, I began to fear the worst. For many
outdoor growers, September 2001 was a
black month. Many lost their crop to
mould or had to harvest too early.
Personally, I did my best to keep the plants
out of the rain and thereby reduce the risk
of moulds. After it had rained for nearly a
month, fate finally dealt me the hand I'd
been expecting. Mould ripped through my
crop and there was nothing left to harvest
but some piddly little buds that had
managed to develop under the dark, rainy
heavens. I can say I was amazed and
happy that even they had managed that
and had survived even this long. A top
harvest this was not going to be, but also
not a disaster. From something good, came
something good.

Problem 

The thing about growing is you're always
learning on the job, with much falling
down and getting back on the horse. The
best growers, I reckon, are those who had
made plenty of mistakes and had the
chance to learn from them - better at any
rate than growers who by luck or green
fingers have never put a foot wrong. You
have to be able to solve problems as and
when they arise. So I had a problem: the
sickly, under-developed little buds had to
be cut, then trimmed and that was going to
long, tedious and fiddly work - and I didn't
much fancy it. Everyone who has had a
harvest knows that it is no fun at all
gathering and preparing loads of all-but-
weightless buds. But thanks to what I had
read and my previous experience indoors I
had found a neat solution to my problem.
Via the Internet I had bought myself some
ice-o-lator bags from an online grow shop.
With these bags I could make water hash,
the problem would be solved: I'd just

make water hash out of all those outdoor
plants because I had no desire to go
trimming them all. That would be a soul
destroying task. The buds in the meantime
were not very large, but they did have
plenty of THC hairs on them. A week after
I had placed my order, the bags arrived.
So handy, that Internet.

Water hash 

Water hash.....I harvested all my outdoor
plants and let everything dry. Trimming is
not necessary, though you can do it.
Normally we use only the better trim
waste full with hairs to make water hash.
But given that I had no intention of
trimming all those little buds I simply let
them dry thoroughly and then pulled them
apart so that the hairs were fully exposed.
This is necessary so that they can be more
easily removed and thereby produce a
better yield. What's nice about water hash
is that when you have a disappointing
(outdoor) harvest you have a huge amount
of leaf material from which to make a
superior quality hash. 
Another method is to sieve the dried
material and make skuff out of it, but the
machine you need to do this is far too
expensive if you're not going to use it a
lot. In my opinion it is far nicer, cheaper
and easier to make water hash. You only
need the ice-o-lator bags, ice cubes and a
big (20-25 litre) bucket and a mixer. The
ice-o-lator is simply two bags with a sieve
between them. One bag hold the leaves in
it but lets the crystals through it. The
American version of this is the bubble
bag, but the principle is the same; it just
uses more sieves, so you get various
qualities of hash. So I let the buds and
leaves dry out for a few days so that they
were not damp but not powder dry either
and then I stuffed them in a bag and stuck
this in the freezer for a night. 

Leaf material 

About the leaf material, trim waste or
buds. Personally I generally let the leaf
material dry out for a couple of days to
make sure it ends up dry but not bone dry.
You can make water hash from fresh (wet)
leaves or dry leaves, like one used to make
skuff. If you use fresh leaves the water
hash is of very high quality because there
is very little impurity in it but then the
yield is not very high. What's nice about
using fresh leaves is that within a few
hours of harvesting, a good or a bad crop
you've got a good, smokable hash, and

while your buds are drying you can
already be enjoying your own shit. if you
let the leaves dry right out then you'll end
up with more, but of a lesser quality. I
choose the golden middle line. Let the
leaves dry for a few days so that they're
half way dry - not too dry - and then you

get a good yield and a good quality
smoke.

DIY 

The next day I took my 20-25 litre bucket
and filled it with iced water. This is very

The experiences of an amateur grower 

Angry weather gods
It’s some months later and my fingers are beginning to itch again. If you remember from the previous issue of Soft Secrets, I had not had a successful crop because
most of my plants died off of an excess of nitrogen or had proved to be male. As everyone knows, only the ladies can provide a good yield.

GrEEN FINGERS 

By Bart B.

Rain, rain and more rain is a good summary of the month of September 2001.
As I mentioned in the previous Soft Secrets, I had raised four lovely K2s outside
with much love through spring and summer. Although the K2 is not an outdoor
variety they had done marvellously in that far from poor weather. They had grown
like crazy and towards the end of the summer I had myself four plants of a meter
high and the same across. Real beauties with a strong stem and dark green leaf
cover. They were given several litres of feed water each day, and once every so
often given a splash of phytomin to help promote extra chlorophyll production.

The harvest in close-up

The pouring in

Trim waste
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important - the water must be really cold
because the temperature issue is crucial. It
must be kept as near to zero degrees as
possible, as it is the cold that will make
the sticky crystals fall off more easily. I
set several bottles filled with water in the
deep freeze for a few hours before I
begin, just to make sure it is really cold.
Then I take the frozen leaf material
prepared the day before and put it in the
iced water, then cover this with ice cubes.
Put a lid on the bucket, punch a hole
through this to let the mixer through, and
start to mix. Mix for 15 minutes, then let
it all stand for five minutes for the
crystals to gently settle, then mix for
another 15 minutes, wait five
minutes...Thanks to the friction the
crystals come loose and fall through the
first bag to be caught by the second bag. 
After an hour and a half, stop and remove
the first bag with the leaf material in it.
Make well sure that no leaves fall through
into the mass of crystals, and if there are
crystals adhering to the bottom of the
sieve bag, wash them off above the
bucket and not above the sink!. Now you
should see a golden brown-to-green
coloured water, and that's a good sign. if
it is green that's a sign that you have
probably mixed for too long and have
stirred the chlorophyll into the water. But
this is not a problem and the colour will
disappear as the water hash dries out.
Then finally we remove the second bag
full of crystals from the bucket and let the
water drain from it slowly. This can take a
while depending on how full the bag is. If
you gently wave the bag back and forth,
this will speed things up as the crystals
will move about and let the water through
more easily. 

What you see once all the water is out is
pure gold; top quality hash that's
somewhere between a light blonde-to-
white and dark brown-black colour. It is a
lovely feeling to know you've made this
yourself and it's good. It's a bit like being
a gold prospector with a sieve who
suddenly sees gold nuggets. Then take
some kitchen roll and press the rest of the
moisture out of the mass. The result is
then a reasonably dry lump of hash. You
can knead this ball of hash more to make
it into the shape you want, or you can
leave it in the freezer until all the water
left in it has risen to the top and can be
just wiped off. This water hash is now
ready for use, and only a few hours after
harvesting. Like I said, pure gold!

Quality 

I'm no hash expert but the water hash I
made was absolutely the best shit I have
ever smoked. The best taste and definitely
the most effect. I had never, ever smoked
any shit that had such a strong high.
Really an overwhelmingly clean high,
rather than a stoned, wasted high. We're
talking seriously strong stuff and not to be
underestimated. I smoked my first water
hash with a mate who at that moment also
had a few plants. I laid my fresh water
hash above a 400w bulb for a minute to
dry it and then we smoked it. We were
both astounded as neither of us had had
water hash before and so had no idea that
it was of such high quality. We were soon
enjoying being as high as kites under its
influence. 
We both generally prefer to smoke weed
because hash is usually too light, but this
water hash was precisely the opposite.

After such a smoke you don't want or
need to smoke weed. 
Other hashish I had smoked only gave me
a light high. I know that water hash can
be bought for a high price in the coffee
shops of Holland. Making it myself was
obviously far nicer. The yield depends on
how much you put in the bag, and you
cannot expect a decent yield if there are
too few crystals on the leaf material. If
you get 10% of what you put in then
you're doing pretty good. Anything above
that is excellent, anything under that
leaves room for improvement. 
So you can see, setbacks do not
necessarily have to be a bad thing.
Although I would still prefer to have had
a good crop of outdoor bud, I could at

least console myself with a large quantity
of good quality water hash. If you ever
find yourself in a similar position, first
think what you might be able to salvage
from the situation. 
For example, if your plant breaks its stem
during the flowering phase you can strip
it of its vegetation rather than just throw it
away. In most cases not everything will
be lost and it will be a learning
experience for the future. Learn from
mistakes. 
And what do I have in prospect? More on
this next time....

Any grow related questions? Contact me
at bartb@ganja.com

Hash plateau

Mixing
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In the 1950s, despite the Thai
government’ taboo against all trade and
use of hemp products containing THC,
Bangkok maintained its status for some
time as a meeting point of the
international cannabis community. Ganja
(in contrast to hashish, which has never
been popular here) was easily available
and, above all, laughably cheap. Many
city residents regularly enjoyed a
stimulating joint despite the fact that
smoking it in public was forbidden. But
the police, while practising a 'live and let
live' policy, still kept an eye on things. 

The golden age for the metropolis came
to an end in the mid-‘80s when the
leadership introduced new regulations
that left no more room for the old policy
of tolerance. This unfortunate
development was largely a result of the
vast quantities of hard drugs that had
suddenly started to flood the country,
followed by the inevitable international
pressure to do something. 

The consequence?  A 'weed subculture'
emerged among the local and
international population, and the stream
of travelers re-oriented itself to other parts
of the country, especially to the southern
islands, but also to the border regions in
the North and North-East.  Yet anyone
today who walks, with a liberal air about
him and open eyes, through the smog-
filled streets of the capital, can still
discover the 'Bangkok ganja scene', more
shrouded with secrecy that in the past.

Scene: The Tokers
A busy beer hall in downtown Bangkok.
Tourists with beer bellies are getting
along famously with the already
somewhat tipsy bar girls. The atmosphere
is relaxed and unconstrained. The girls
are taking obvious pleasure from the
attention they’re getting from their
potential clients. Two girls disappear off
to the toilet and lock the door. Hastily
they spark up a pre-rolled joint. Tuk
inhales deeply the sweet, intrusive smoke
while her friend Nok sits patiently
watching.  Presently the girls feel the cool
settle upon them,  the wondergrass having
done its job. Arm in arm the two hookers
wander back to the exuberant customers
outside, who naturally have no idea what
has just taken place in the toilet. 

With no hassles at all, Tuk and Nok puff
three joints a night or so on a regular
basis. It puts them in a frame of mind to
calmly go about their chosen profession.
"It costs us around 100 baht (two quid-
ed.), because even for Thais, ganja’s not
as cheap as it used to be," explains Nok.
The joints themselves don’t much
resemble those smoked in the West:
before setting out for the club, Tuk and
Nok removed the baccy from a Marlboro,
filling the paper tube with finely

crumbled grass. It takes some time and
skill, but it’s the standard method.
Cigarette rolling is out, and only a few
hard core stick with the traditional
bamboo bong, though that’s the preferred
medium everywhere else in the country.
"You can carry these around among your
regular cigarettes, without anyone
suspecting," says Nok. "And besides,
you’d have big problems trying to buy
large rolling papers in the supermarket.
No-one rolls their own these days, except
the junkies. And I’ve no desire to spend
an hour in a dirty prison cell."

Despite the strict regime, prostitutes ain’t
the only group in Bangkok who enjoy
the forbidden ganja fruit. Artists, painters
and intellectuals are among the herb's
biggest fans, although in the last few
years synthetic drugs like Ecstasy have
become very popular in yuppie circles.
Police statistics also indicate a substantial
use of cocaine which, only a short while
ago, was completely unknown. 

We’re in the one room apartment of
teacher Jeff B.  He teaches English to
locals (in his purest Arizona accent).  And
he does it, naturally, without the
necessary work- and residency-permits. "I
love Thailand," he tells me, by which he’s
apparently referring to his regular visits to
the hooker bars. After a normal day’s
work, Jeff will go home, and smoke a
joint or two. The 26-year-old explains that
this habit restrains him from "going out
every night on the town. My monthly
budget is just not big enough."  
He’s part of a pretty large number of
foreigners who, for one reason or another,
are still hanging out in Thailand,
sometimes for years, often surviving by
taking on poorly-paid jobs. But Jeff is, to
say the least, an insider, whose contacts
make getting hold of ganja easier. This
doesn’t apply to the average tourist who
only spends a short period in the capital
city. Increasing police activity has made
many small dealers paranoid.  Even the
formerly ultra-liberal guest house owners
on the Khao San Road now greet
newcomers with suspicion and mistrust.
The best way to get introduced to this
world is by an 'initiate'.

Scene: the Dealers 
A deserted back alley, strewn with litter,
near the Nana plaza entertainment centre.
A couple of words are sufficient for two
Thai boys to determine the price of a
small plastic bag of ganja: 100 baht (£2),
which buys just enough to roll three joints
with. The small time dealer hastily hands
over the  merchandise, takes his money,
and the two separate quickly: police or
informants could be on any street corner
or behind any tree, especially around
here. The buyer seems a normal client,
just like others this evening (some of

The Bangkok Ganja SceneBy Charlie Stone

Though Bangkok has always traditionally been the place in Thailand where you
could smoke a joint with a certain freedom and dignity, the country's leadership
has sadly become increasingly strict over the years to the point where the ganja
scene has been forced underground. But despite the restrictions, it's enjoyed as
much as ever. Soft Secrets' special reporter Charlie Stone gives the lowdown on
what's up in Bangkok.

Full Moon party at Koh Phangan

Tuk and Nok: smoking in the toilet
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them are regulars who’ve been buying
from him for a few years). 

"I rarely do business with new faces,
especially not Thais," confesses the
approximately 22-year-old dealer.
"Foreigners are mostly introduced to me
by friends and acquaintances I've known
for a while, but it remains my decision
whether I do business with them or not."
He gets his supplies from "a friend"
(which can also be translated as someone
from the Thai Mafia) for 2,500 baht a half
kilo (£50), cash upfront. No credit, ever.
Once safely home, the dealer breaks the
stuff into small amounts that he stuffs in
cellophane bags. He’ll double his money
when it’s all sold. 

Bent double and supporting herself with a
walking stick, an old woman shuffles
along the streets of Patpong, Bangkok's
most famous and notorious red light
district. On one skinny arm the (at least)
80-year-old crone dangles a large plastic
bag stuffed with chewing gum and
smuggled cigarettes. Occasionally
grannies stops to tug at the sleeve of a
tourist, but her tenacity is rarely rewarded
and she sells few packs of gum. But
tirelessly she continues, secure in the
knowledge her profit will be achieved -
from the sale of the dope stash at the
bottom of her bag!  Bangkok's oldest
ganja dealer, still known only to a limited
number of regular clients, feels safe in her
disguise. What cop would suspect a lady

in the twilight of her years trying to
scrape a mere existence by selling
chewing gum?  Presently an old woman
steps into an air-conditioned taxi that
takes her to the next trade point: Nana
Plaza again. Yes, a release from her busy
workload, and a welcome bit of luxury
and comfort.

Scene: the victims and the

arm of the law

THREE FOREIGNERS ARRESTED
FOR DRUGS OFFENCES.  GANJA
SMUGGLER INTERCEPTED AT
AIRPORT.  Headlines like these appear
regularly in the Thai newspapers. At the
moment there are around 60 drug charge
foreigners serving time in Bangkok's
central prison. While most are the result
of hard drug smuggling and trafficking,

the government is no more lenient in cases
of possession of large quantities of ganja.
Undoubtedly many of those in jail for
cannabis offences were only mules for the
large Mafia-style organisations. 

Some just needed money fast. Others were
just too gullible ("Would you be so kind as
to take this package back to Europe for
me?"). 
Thai judges don't send people to jail for no
reason, but the iron law applies:
possession means you're guilty. Period.
Anyone contemplating taking some weed
back to Europe, even just a personal
supply, be warned: Thai prisons are not
designed to  be the most comfortable or
healthy places. It’s a lot safer to just stick
to enjoying a joint in the backwoods,
alone in your apartment, or with friends
on a deserted beach.

And yet, as can’t be stressed too much,
simply enjoying marihuana can still lead
to problems. Anyone caught by the police
in possession of even a small amount of
ganja will spend at the very least a night
in a local cell. And the situation can
become very awkward if the required fine,
or "tea money," is not forthcoming. Thai
police are well-known for their corruption,
and a prolonged stay in Thailand with free

room and board, followed by deportation,
is the probable consequences.In well-
known tourist paces like Pattya, and
Bangkok itself, you can also easily fall
victim to a bent dealer who sells you
cheap dope, and tips off his police friends.
The "tea money" - paid by the arrestee to
get free again - is fraternally shared
between the cop and the dealer. And so on
to the next victim – you maybe?!

The Thais endure the same swindling as
foreign tourists. Only they’re dealt with
back at the station, rather less politely, a
bit more roughly. But they don’t have to
pay quite so much for their freedom. 

Then there’s the arrested dealers,
smugglers and couriers. Like everywhere
on this planet, the majority of arrested are
small fry. The big fish, pulling the strings
behind the scenes, are safely ensconced in
respectable, powerful positions. It's a

public secret in Thailand that high placed
police functionaries, the army and the
government, have their fat fingers in the
cookie barrel of the national and
international drugs trade. 

Since the country’s infrastructure has
reached the point where pretty much even
the most far-flung spot is now crossed by
decent roads, domestic cannabis production
has taken a sharp downturn. Regular flights
by police helicopters over forested areas, and
the destruction of any plantations
discovered, have resulted in only a very
small percentage of the dope available in
Thailand actually coming from domestic
production. 

Most dope is actually smuggled in from
Laos and Cambodia. In the border areas, the
authorities are the cheapest to buy. Only
Bangkok, Thailand's economic, trade and
governmental centre, remains directly under
the control of the government. That's why
the biggest raids in these border areas are
made by the Bangkok-based special
Narcotics Brigade, and not by the local
police. The extensive network of
'government Mafia' even makes sure such
well-meant actions meet with little success.
Most 'big bosses' know about raids well in
advance  

Scene: on location
Part time in the one room and kitchen flat
of a well-known editor in chief. A quiet
street, no traffic. The joints are being
passed around, soon nudging up the party
atmosphere to a climax; much laughing
and giggling, and more joints are rolled.
Openly - no-one's scared of a police raid.
Dope house parties are pretty common
among Bangkok's insiders. 

A go-go bar in Patpong. A birthday party
for one of the dancers. The cake being
shared among friends and colleagues is filled
with weed. The regular clientele have no idea
what’s going on in front of them. "This is
easily the best way to take ganja here," grins
the birthday girl. "Even the manager can't
complain; it's just a cake after all." 

A newcomer has little chance of taking part
in any such 'ganja parties'.. But there are a
number of contact addresses where he or she
can encounter like-minded folks, or insiders.
These are: 

Silom Soi 4 (near Patpong), with many
trendy cafes and discos, it's a beloved place
for nights out among members of the local
cannabis community. Khao San Road. The
many guest houses and coffee shops in this
famous travellers' street still draw large
numbers of visitors, but the police are of
course well represented too. The Malaysia
Hotel on Soi Ngam Duplee, formerly a hotel
of this scene and now renovated and
catering mainly to Japanese budget travellers
instead of junkies. The action has moved to
guest houses of Soi Sribumpen, barely a
stoned throw away!  WARNING!  Hard
drugs are the main produce here and
informants do good business. Thermae
Coffeeshop, near the Ambassador Hotel,
Sukhumvit Road, comes to life after 2 in the
morning. An almost surreal mix of freelance
hookers who, earning a bit extra from
dealing, and foreigners meet each other here
for a last chance at pairing up.

The future of the scene
Despite the government stand, Bangkok's
ganja scene today is just as full of life as
ever,. The question now is whether
personal supplies and small time dealing
might be left unpunished. 
While several European countries have
already stepped back from strict narcotics
policies and loosened up a bit, Thailand
still has a long way to go. 
That is, if they want to take literally the
meaning of the country's name: Prathet
Thai means land of freedom.

American marines are one of the regular groups of visitors to Patpong Dealing only takes place in filthy, dark back alleys

Thai bar girl in obvious state

What cop would suspect a lady in the twilight of

her years trying to scrape a mere existence by

selling chewing gum?  
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Preparation and harvest

weckels

world of 

wonders

Weckels is a photographer and grow scene reporter for a number of Dutch magazines. He has achieved a
certain fame in the Netherlands for his coverage of (indoor and outdoor) weed production, specialising in
the documentation of outdoor plantations. Here, Weckels will discuss the growing of marihuana indoors.
Take advantage of it! 

Text & photography: Weckels, the grow-specialist from Atami

If everything has gone according to plan
during the entire growing process the
plants have grown into lovely, robust
bushes. It can’t be long before we can
expect a good yield of high quality
marihuana. 
Early- versus late-flowering varieties
The drawback of outdoor growing is that
you are generally dependent on the
weather during the flowering phase. This is
one of the reasons you have to make sure
that when you are choosing which strain to
of outdoor weed to grow you choose an
early-flowering variety.
Late-flowering strains (e.g. skunk and its
varieties) that frequently produce big crops
when grown indoors, are not really suited
to outdoor cultivation. The mistake many
beginners make is that they blindly choose
a variety they know only from its indoor
reputation as one of the ‘big producers,’
and therefore expect it in all probability it
will deliver the goods - in good volume -
outdoors too. 
Now most of us would not turn our noses
up at a prime harvest, it’s just that when
you try and grow these ‘big producers’
outdoors, if you get a damp early autumn
you can end up with poor yields. 
The problem is that these sorts of
marihuana plants are almost always late-
flowerers. By late-flowering I mean
marihuana plants that begin to flower in
early-to-mid October. Maybe indoors they
can work their magic, but outside they only
bring disappointment to a grower. That’s
why I recommend you don’t use late-
flowering varieties when you’re planning

to grow outdoors. 
Useful aids to discovering which plant
we’re going to use for outdoor growing are
the folders from seed retailers. In these
folders, details are given by variety on
what yield to expect, the beginning and
duration of the flowering period. Read
them - these details are not printed for
nothing; they can make the difference
between a successful and disastrous end to
the growing season for the outdoor grower. 
It is also really important when making
your choice to make sure that the ones you
plump for are suitable for growing
outdoors. The varieties that are suited to
outdoor growing come in to bloom around
the end of August/early September. These
so-called ‘early-bloomers’ include Early
Girl, Double Purple and some strains of
Durban. 
Because these plants can take advantage of
getting more than enough sunlight and
warmth to boost the resulting levels of
THC, they tend to produce a far better
quality of marihuana. 
Sun and warmth are of great importance
for a good harvest. The sun’s rays ensure
not only that the dew between the leaves
and the flower heads dries off (thereby
ensuring that the chances of mould remain
low), they also make sure that the stream
of sap that flows through the stem and side
branches runs nice and smoothly.
The sap stream has played an important
role throughout the growing process, but
takes on during the flowing process an
even greater importance in the
development of the flower heads and their

eventual quality. That’s why an early
bloomer can often produce as much
marihuana and sometimes more than a
plant that belongs more to the ‘heavy-
yielder’ family. 
This is because the ‘heavy-yielders’ come
into flower too late to be able to profit
from the quantity and strength of the sun’s
rays that the early-bloomers, by contrast,
can fully enjoy.  
Raising the potency of outdoor weed
To make sure that the marihuana has a soft,
sweet taste and at the same time make the
flower heads end up with even more
potency, we can try a trick or two in the
last week before the harvest. 
One is to dissolve sugar in warm water,
mix this with cold water, and then give it
to the plant. For sugar I generally use
normal white crystal sugar. I have had my
best experiences with this and I’m
convinced that the dissolved sugar has a
really favourable effect on the quality of
the marihuana. Namely, it is sweeter and
therefore tastier, while the strength is
higher. In one watering can of water I add
about 150 to 200 grams of crystal sugar.
Make sure that the sugar is well and truly
dissolved in the water so that the plant can
easily take up the sugar in it. 
Another successful trick for raising the
potency of the buds is to ‘stress’ the plant.
With this method, a day or two before
we’re going to harvest, we let the plant
know that this is it: the end of the road for
her. It’s best if she uses the last of her
energy on really making those flower
heads bloom like never before.
With indoor growing the plant is mostly
stressed by withdrawing her water. This
can be a very successful technique indoors,
but it less suitable for using with outdoor
plants. This is because the water moisture

content of the outdoor girls during the
flowing period is very high. If we were to
halt giving water, this would give the
moulds a free reign. For this reason we can
better use another method for outdoor
growing. 
A successful way of inducing stress is  to
snip off all the (large) outer leaves. In fact,
you can pretty much strip the plant bare.
You do that and she going to put all her
remaining life force into making her buds.
Another advantage of this method is that
the air circulation is raised considerably,
thereby making the chance of condensation
between the flower heads much lower. This
is important because we can only harvest
the buds when the condensation is off
them. If we were to harvest the buds before
then, then the air moisture content in the
drying cabinet would be too high, and the
risk of mould increased. 
Furthermore, we can save a lot of work
during the harvesting period if all the large
leaves have been stripped off already. We
have reduced leaf waste and therefore the
air moisture in the drying cabinet will not
rise so rapidly; large leaves have a lot of
moisture in them. 
Preparing the harvest
It is also advisable in terms of time and
requirements to prepare for the actual
harvesting work. To dry the marihuana I
have made a special cabinet – let’s call it
the dryer. To avoid any confusion, this
dryer is designed to aid the marihuana to
dry in the normal ‘hang-and-dry’ fashion,
and not to dry it as fast as possible as with
the so-called ‘drying towers’. 
To ensure that everything goes smoothly
during the harvest it is worth making sure
that the drying room or cupboard is a good
size. Make sure that everything is working;
is the vacuum pump filter scrubbing the air

OUTDOOR

In all probability most growers have already got their harvest behind them.
Nonetheless I’d like in this article to talk about preparing for the harvesting of
marihuana plants. I’ll also explain which varieties of weed are best for growing
outdoors, along with something about the flowering process. Finally I’ll describe a
couple of ways in which the potency of the buds can be raised.

The Double Purple is a member of the early-flowering family of outdoor varieties 

Late-flowering outdoor varieties stand the best chance of being caught by the first frosts
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as well as it should (so as to be
undetectable once expelled into the outside
air)? Is the air moisture meter still
working? Do the trimming shears have to
be sharpened, and so on? Preparing for the
harvest in this way ensures not just that it
goes as stress-free for you as possible, it
also ensures that the whole trimming
process goes quicker and smoother because
you can devote all your attention to the
work itself. 
Fixing everything and making sure that the
whole process runs on well-oiled wheels
will take more time than you had
anticipated. It’s a drag when the dryer or
drying room is already half filled before
you discover for example that the air
moisture meter (essential to make
absolutely sure that mould does not get a
foothold in your crop) is not working
properly  
Drying
The drying of the marihuana takes between
eight and ten days. The total drying days
depends on the thickness of the buds; small
buds are dry in maybe six days, whereas
really monster buds need a good ten to be
fully dry.  This may sound a tad on the
long side, but marihuana is only really
marihuana once it’s been given time to
properly dry. It will have a finer taste than
if you’ve tried to force the moisture out in
five days. Too often growers try and speed
up the drying process by for example
turning up the heating. This is really a

cardinal sin towards the plant; the weed
will have a really sharp taste. 
The air also plays an important role in the
success of the drying process. The
atmosphere must remain in good
circulation throughout the drying process.
In this way the moisture than comes out of
the flower heads and leaves and can more
easily be sucked up and expelled outside. 
The air can best be kept in circulation by
letting a ventilator or a 'vin' (a ventilator
with just one blade) whirl constantly. Take
care to not let the ventilator blow directly
on the plants’ leaves; this can make the
flower heads dry out more on one side.
This problem is easily preventable by
setting the 'vin' on its head, which makes
the air blow downwards, where – via the
base of the cupboard – it bounces back
upwards again. Make sure that you fix the
‘vin’ that’s been set on it head well in
place, otherwise it is liable in no time all to
fly loose around the inside of the dryer –
with fateful consequences. 
If you do choose to dry your buds in a
drying room, you can also turn the
direction of the ventilator towards a wall
for example. In this way too you can avoid
the air stream directly blowing only on one
side of the flower heads. 
In order to help ensure the drying process
runs according to plan, the day before I’m
due to begin the harvest, I give the
cupboard a full turn. In this way I ensure
that the when the trimmed buds are hung

up, the temperature and air moisture are at
the desired levels. 
The desired temperature during the drying
process is between 15 and 22°C. As for the
air moisture, make sure that this does not
rise above 70%. Don’t fly into a panic if
the temperature goes a degree or two
higher or lower. The same too for the air
moisture. Some growers begin, for
example, to immediately crank up the
heating in order to lower the air moisture
level. It is far better to first take a look to
see if you can discover the cause of the
high air moisture content. If there are a
large number of large leaves in the drying
space, this can raise the air moisture in it
very quickly. The bigger leaves are of no
interest to dry out and they therefore have
no place in your drying room. So be smart
and get them out of there as soon as you
can. Given that the large leaves contain too
little THC, for most growers they have
absolutely no value. Nearly all growers as
a consequence throw their big leaves
straight away.
Actually this is a pity, because the plant
has for the entire growing season been
stashing away in the leaves all its
necessary building materials (and therefore
feed materials), and thus the leaves make
outstanding fertiliser for the soil you’re
going to use next year. For this reason it is
recommended that you throw all the leaves
on a pile in the garden or into the vat in
which you plan to grow next season. I’m
certain that you will be delighted with the
results when you mix a good amount of
leaves into the (already used) soil. 
The flowering process
In the month of August, and with the early-
flowering varieties sometimes even earlier,
the leaves begin to wilt a little in the course
of the evenings. This has nothing to do
with giving them too little water, but are
the first signs that the marihuana plant is
coming into bloom. The plant begins to
flower because the number of hours’
daylight is getting shorter. After around a
month, the first tiny resin glands (also
known as THC-threads because these fine
hairs have a high concentration of THC in
them) begin to develop above
the buds. These white threads
will be visible throughout
the rest of the flowering
process. At the first signs of
these white threads, the time
has arrived to start giving
special flowering food
supplement to the feed
water.
A problem here is that in the
autumn, showers are quite
frequent, whereby the soil in
your cement tub or the earth
in which your plants are
rooted will become soaked
with water. Giving the
flowering supplement now
becomes all-but impossible.
The plants have already
become so gorged with
water that by trying to give
them more with flowering
supplement would probably
do them more harm than
good. 
Marihuana plants hate really
wet ground and it can make
them susceptible to root rot.
As a solution to too soggy a
soil you can cover the
surface of the cement tub
with agricultural plastic. To

avoid the plastic blowing away you can
hold it place with stones or bits of wood.
Lay the stones and/or wood carefully and
not against the main stem of the plant,
otherwise you can damage it. 
By covering the cement tub you will
prevent more rainwater reaching the roots,
and thus keep the earth in the tub nice and
aerated. This has the great benefit of then
being able to be filled up with flowering
supplement-enriched feed water, out of
which the plant can then extract all the
nutrients it needs for an optimal flowering. 
Flowering supplement is usually more
expensive than normal growing nutrient,
but it is recommended that you invest the
necessaries in some. The flowering
supplement will contribute considerably to
the size of the buds, as well as to their
eventual potency, so that the net result on
the quality of the marihuana will be well
worth it. By using techniques such as light
reduction and using flowering feed
supplement the buds can be quite
amazingly influenced for the bigger. 
Especially in the beginning it will look as

By adding sugar to the feed water the potency of the buds is boosted, and they take on a
sweet taste

This how the Durban looked, just before all its large leaves
were stripped, according to the ‘stress method’

The flowering supplement has a great deal
of influence over the size of the buds 



if nothing really wants to hurry itself; small
buds pop out all over, but these will
develop achingly slowly. But have
patience: they will eventually form closely
packed-together blooms. The marihuana
plant likes to be given plenty of time to
develop itself, and indulging it will pay
dividends.
Obviously you’ll be anxious for it to ripen
as quickly as possible, but now is the time
to be very patient. Harvesting too soon
lowers the yield considerably and the
resulting flower heads will be less potent.
After all these months of hard work it
really is worth going the extra mile and
waiting another couple of weeks. This is
because these last weeks of the flowering
process is when most of the volume and
the potency are added. 

Despite the beneficial influence of
flowering supplement on the size and
strength of the buds it is still advisable to
stop adding it in the last couple of weeks
before the harvest. We do this to ensure
that the marihuana has no strange
aftertaste. In other words, we give the plant
no more fertiliser so that the flower heads
are ‘pure’ and untainted. 
This is in fact the week in which we give
the aforementioned sugar water. This last
week is also the one in which we try and
stress the plants. Once the flower heads
have had a period of time (usually after
six-to-eight weeks, depending on the
variety) in which to begin to develop their
bulk, it is time to keep a careful eye on the
buds. When the first resin glands (on the
well-developed buds) begin to turn light

brown, it’s time to start harvesting. To wait
any longer is pointless; the large buds will
start to separate from each other if we
leave the harvest any longer. 
The harvest
I always choose to trim the buds ‘wet’.
Doing so gives them a much lovelier
structure and they just look better than if
you let them dry out before you trim them. 
Finally I’ll tell you something about the
order and manner in which you should set
about harvesting. If you have not yet
trimmed off the big leaves and taken them
away (as per the ‘stress’ technique), first do
this. Ensure in any case - because of their
effect on the air moisture level - that these
are no longer in the drying space. Take
them out, throw them on a pile or throw
them back in the cement tub from which
they came to fertilise the soil for next year. 
After having removed the big leaves, first
we pluck the buds too small to warrant
trimming off their stems and set them to
dry out on a sieve. This sieve we place on
the very bottom of the drying space. After
the small buds have been removed, we can
begin to clean up what’s left – the beautiful
buds. We trim round the buds, removing all

the small leaves left sticking out, so that
the buds eventually are nice and round in
appearance. When we have done this, the
buds are ready for being hung up in the
drying cupboard. 
The small leaves are still packed with resin
glands and so remain of value to us, so we
toss them in the sieve too to dry out. 
These small buds and leaves – also known
as trim waste – we can use to later make
hash with. Though still small, the buds and
leaves soon make a large heap. 
Toss and mix the pile of trim waste
regularly so that mould does not form on
it. 
Further more, it is very important during
the drying period to control the
temperature and moisture levels. Intervene
if needs be, in order to make sure you get a
primo quality marihuana. 
I hope to have helped you round things off
with this article, and to achieve a great
harvest. In my next piece I’ll give you a
report on how to make a very good
‘Nederhasj’, as we call it – home made
hashish - out of the trim waste that you’ve
saved during the harvesting process, using
a so-called Pollinator.
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The Durban is stripped completely bare. In such a way we stress the plant into devoting the
rest of her energy into making the flower heads

By covering the surface of the cement tub with agricultural plastic you can make sure that
rainwater does not get in. Now the plant can only get feed water from us.

The small buds and the trim waste we leave to dry in a sieve, which we place in the bottom
of the drying cabinet

The first resin glands (also called THC-threads) are visible and therefore the flowering
period has broken out



The early Christians let it all hang out at
the agapes, which we understand were
pretty wild affairs, probably fuelled by
some sort of pretty fierce alcoholic
beverage and various plant admixtures.
Those at the top decided that hedonism
really wasn’t on, and so began the
whole sorry chain of events. 
Cleanliness (in the sense of sobriety)
was next to Godliness, and intoxication
became something to be ashamed of. 

Since the 16th century these
sanctimonious killjoys have really come
into their own, as new intoxicants and
mood alterants began to be (re-)
discovered in crude laboratories or were
brought back from countries around the
world by our burgeoning mercantile
empires. Tea, coffee, chocolate, tobacco
all became the work of the devil.
Anything, in fact, giving anyone any
sort of pleasure and giving a respite
from a life of - for most - grinding

hardship. And as if the Catholic Church
wasn’t bad enough, along came the
Protestants and made a bad situation
worse. Puritanism made the other lot
look like a tea party.

With The Enlightenment and the rise of
rationalism, one would have expected
the churches to lose some of their grip.
Unfortunately, this wasn’t the case and
more and more of these intolerant
zealots managed to wheedle their way
into positions of some power. 
By the 19th Century, the war on
intoxication began in earnest with the
rise of the Temperance 
Movement and the various racist laws
proscribing firstly opium use and later
cannabis followed by pretty much
everything else one could think of.

These busybodies really came into their
own in the US with the Volstead Act
imposing a total prohibition on the

consumption of alcohol. We all know
the results of that particular act of crass
stupidity, some of which are with us
still in the form of the international
illegal drugs market and the venal
corruption that goes with it. 
We’ve got Christian do-gooders to
thank for that.

For a lot of these characters,
Christianity is very definitely a means
to an end, wheeled out to justify one act
of repression after another. 
They’re Christians (or not) as and when
the situation calls for it. 
These are people who can profess
religiosity, and drop bombs on innocent
people. Religion is a cloak that people
with power and money can hide behind.

The current president of the US is
euphemistically referred to as a “former
heavy drinker” (for which, read
“pisshead”). 
Then he’s reborn and the attitude the
populace is fed is one of “I don’t do it,
so why should you?” 
In actuality, the sad fact is that he can’t
handle alcohol and doesn’t know when
to stop. 
And with others in the upper echelons,

booze is the least of it. 
“Do as I say, not as I do” was never
better applied.

This is why Christianity, generally
speaking, is intolerant of fringe and
pagan beliefs of the “do what thou wilt
and harm none” variety. 
Any expression of individual difference
and freedom, anything, in fact,
perceived to be deviating from the
norm, is to be feared and definitely not
trusted. 

Drugs can have the effect of bringing
people together that would possibly
never otherwise meet. Raves are a
perfect example of this. 
These Temporary Autonomous Zones™
offer a place with few rules where
(supposedly) radically different types of
people discover that they’re actually not
that radically different. 
This is another reason drugs attract such
unreasoning hatred from the zealots: the
precept “divide and rule” is seriously
undermined.

dr_john@ganja.com

The Drug War is a Holy War
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“Religionˇis the opium of the people”, Karl Marx once said.
There’s an irony here as, in our western Christian tradition, those who use
opium, together with just about anything else of interest, have been the
victims of a systematic and vicious terror campaign instigated largely by
people who would regard themselves as “deeply religious”.

COLUmn

Dr. John Dee
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MUSIC

By Kaz Peet

Underworld
‘Back to Mine’

(DMC)

Coming as the thirteenth album in the
‘Back To Mine’ series of ‘personal
collections for after hours grooving’,
Underworld bring together a top selection
of tunes from a myriad of musical genres.
Indeed they had a high standard to match
with previous collections from Groove
Armada, Faithless, New Order and The
Orb.Reflecting the broad scope of the
bands influences, the album is a multi-
directional move through the musical
world with a touch of consciousness as
the connecting factor.  Opening with the
completely inspirational and innovative
Gil Scott Heron-‘B-Movie’, choice cuts
include Doctor Octagon’s ‘Bear Witness’,
seminal drum n’ bass from LTJ Bukem,
r’nb’ gem ‘Brown Sugar’ from D’Angelo,
Depeche Mode’s ‘Barrel of a Gun’ as well
as the absolute classic tune 54-46 from
Toots and The Maytals.  Alongside all this
are rarities and limited editions from Fuse,
LFO and Rave Signal.Altogether, this
makes a compelling and thoroughly
enjoyable album.

Compilation
‘Sniffin’ Glue’

(Sanctuary)

This is a wicked compilation album jam
packed with twenty-four punk rock
classics and gems.As the title suggests,
Mark Perry, editor of the Sniffin Glue
fanzine, now highly collectable, brings the
release together. Describing itself as ‘The
Essential Punk Accessory’ the track list
perhaps forms the most representative
history of punk ever released as one
package. From the obvious Pistols, Clash,
Ramones, Buzzcocks and X-Ray Spex,
the album also includes the more non-
conformist and unique acts such as The
Modern Lovers and Wire. This will be
irresistible material to any die-hard
1976/7 punk and enlightening to any
younger blood just discovering it.

Salim Rafiq
‘Sound-Off 2’

(Fuel)

Your senses are in for a shock with this
latest release from Salim Rafiq.  Fusing
the tough ‘tech’ sounds of Electro with the
funk filled style of breaks the album
creates a bass heavy, dance floor
disturbance not to be messed with.
‘Sound-Off 2’ features tracks from all the
greats- The Dexorcist, Soul Oddity, Otto
Von Shirach, Si Futures and Radioactive
Man, as well as Fuels own collection-
Tipper, Buckfunk 3000, Cold Fusion
Mafia and Salim Rafiq himself. 

Compilation
‘Ganja Reggae’

(Trojan)

A fifty-track compilation dug deep from
the heart of the J.A. reggae vaults; this
extremely comprehensive album is an
absolute must for any skanking stoner.
Every track is a collie weed classic with
the range spanning from the more known
such as Dillinger with ‘Marijuana In My
Brain’ to lesser-known licks from the likes
of Leroy ‘Horsemouth’ Wallace and Dice
and Cummie.  Outstanding amongst this
dubbed out selection are ‘Chalice To
Chalice’ by Tappa Zukie with his gritty
roots vocal, the uplifting sweetness of
Horace Andy with ‘Better Calley’ and
‘Collie Weed’ and the pure dub of Big
Youth with ‘Half Ounce’.
Forget about the trials and tribulations of
Babylon and let your spirit escape to Zion
with a big fat spliff and these fantastic
sounds.  YES I!

Ian Brown
‘Under The Influence’

(DMC)

Having set the standard with the first in
their latest compilation series, ‘Under The
Influence’-Morrissey, DMC serve up
another winner with the second in the
series from the inimitable Stone Roses
front man, Ian Brown.
‘Under The Influence’ draws on the
inspirations and all time loves of the
world’s greatest recording artists and
Brown’s selections do not disappoint.
With a reputation for uniting ravers and
rockers alike, Brown has excelled himself
in compiling a collection that will
undoubtedly appeal to both.  Punk
standards from the Cash and Sex Pistols
join contemporary cuts from Wu Tang
Clan’s GZA Genius (Liquid Swords) and
Buju Banton’s ‘Complaint’, soul classics
from the legendary Bobby Womack
(Across 110 St.), Edwin Starr (T.I.M.E.)
and Isley Brothers (Take Some Time Out
For Love). A generous helping of reggae
from Burning Spear, Papa Levi and Sizzla
completes this thoroughly listenable
album.The ‘Under The Influence series
continues with collections from Paul
Weller and Paul Heaton due for release in
the coming months.

Compilation
‘Soho Lounge’

(Beechwood)

‘Soho Lounge’ represents Trans.-
Atlantic audio perfection where nu jazz,
electro and house collide to create the
essential Soho feelin’ of urban NYC and
London town. Sophisticated and
encapsulating cosmopolitan chic, ‘Soho
Lounge’ exposes the underground
sounds- the essence of the inner city
after hours.  Away from the mainstream
where the underground flourishes at
exclusive members clubs and illegal
drinking dens, ‘Soho Lounge’ epitomises
all that is the style and panache of the
seriously ‘cool club’. 
The music is integral to the vibe.  It has
to be cutting edge and infused with the
energy that urban life requires.
The album includes tracks from Moloko,
Alex Gopher and Fragile State.

Compilation
‘Buddha Sunrise’

(Beechwood)

Another quality release from the prolific
Beechwood Music, these chilled out
grooves are just what you need for that
magical time when the night becomes the
day.  Against a background of Eastern
inspired sounds such as tabla and sitar, the
mood changes from a jazz flavour in ‘Air
I Breathe’ by Badmarsh and Shri through
drum n’ bass in LTJ Bukem’s ‘Horizons’
to ‘Everything’, a seriously spaced out
little number from Innosense.

Lisa Mafia
‘First Lady’ 
(Independiente)

As if we needed a reminder, this album
stands testament to the fact, despite the
dogma of recent media attention, that
garage music is about the music and not
about coaching any gun –ho cool or
culture.  
Blending sweetness with streetness this
inspired solo debut LP proves that Lisa
Mafia is so much more than just the
First Lady of So Solid.
The So Solid studio squad and Lisa’s
distinctive style have combined to forge
a musical identity that goes beyond the
standard UK scene.  
There’s enough melodic punch and
dancefloor swagger to beat American
powerhouse producer’s on their own
terms, and more than enough spirit to
and personality to prove that Lisa is,
and will remain, very much her own
woman.
The album includes her recent single
release ‘In Love’, with its Spanish
guitars and staccato beats, certainly a
change from the rowdiness of her debut
tune but still, unmistakably a Mafia
production.
This is feminism for a future, funky
generation.

HOT-WAX
A STONED SELECTION ACCORDING TO SOFT SECRETS
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Grow with Soma

In the breeding of cannabis, a gardener
can come up with an endless amount of
combinations. 
Every once in a while, everyone who
smokes weed, gets a certain kind that they
really like. If we were able to get a live
plant of that same kind, we would have
the start of a mother garden. Using this
method continually, we would end up
with several female plants that we know
we like. It would be a room full of mother
plants without any rejects. 

Cloning these mothers and growing the
plants to maturity will bring you tastes
and smells that cannot be bought. I have
been doing this technique for a decade
and now have over 35 different mothers. 
I breed seeds and I wanted some even
newer combo’s. I have a strain I’m
working with called the NYC Diesel. It is
a blend of a Mexican sativa and Afghani.
It tastes like ripe red grapefruits.
Everyone I smoke it with loves it, so I
thought it would be a great male to use. I
planted several of my seeds and came up

with 3 males, each one showing a slightly
different phenotype.
I then read where using more than one
type of male from the same genetic pool
can give more genetic depth to a species.

With this new information, I set out to try
a genetic experiment. I placed 15 different
types of female plants in my grow room
and crossed them to 2 of the male NYC
Diesel’s. Each of the males was showing
their slightly different phenotypes. One
had the internodes closer together with
wider leaves, and the other had more
stretch to the internodes with thinner
leaves.What I did was put both males in
the room with the females, and as the
pollen flew, the two of them pollinated all
the plants.I put the females into a 12-hour
cycle one week before I put the males in.
This gives the female plants a head start,
allowing them to put on a little resin
before getting pollinated. This way at the
end when all the seeds are taken out, the
material left over will make excellent
water hash. 

It takes the male cannabis plant about 3
weeks to start throwing pollen. When it
does give off the pollen, it does so for
about 3 weeks. Female calyx’s that are
the first to get hit make the first seeds.
The females continue to make new
calyxes, and as they become ripe, the
male pollen touches them and seeds start
to form there as well. The calyx’s that get
hit last don’t get a chance to finish the
seeds and they come out white. 

The first time you cross two different kinds
of cannabis together, you get a
phenomenon that’s called “ hybrid vigor “.
This makes the new cross’s have an extra

strong growing strength. Making mothers
from seeds like this can give you plants
with an almost super strength. 

In my quest for the best medicinal genetics,
I am constantly trying new techniques and
genetics, constantly learning about this
sacred plant and all the gifts she holds.
Spreading seeds around the world of this
quality has brought me many new friends
and adventures, and I truly think that it
changes not only the topography of planet
Earth, but her soul as well.For so many
years, I grew only seedless ganja, because
it smokes the best, but sometimes I have
daydreams about what would happen if
every ganja smoker grew one seed crop
and spread them around…. 

I now have a forum on my web-site
www.somaseeds.nl, if anyone has questions
that they want me to answer about any
aspect of cannabis, you can reach me there. 

Until next time, Keep it GREEN!
Love and Light, Soma

Visit Soma at www.somaseeds.nl 
www.somaseeds.nl

The Art of Breeding

Male NYCD with Ladybug G-13 Haze Male Male about to explode

Male throwing pollen

Buddha’s Sister

White Light with seed popping out
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Fraser’s col
umn

I’ll Take The High Road Fraser Clark, Our Roving ACCESS ALL

LEVELS Reporter. Illustration: Dai Owen

I met an interesting guy on my
Californian tour who’s launched an
organisation to promote the Butterfly
as a better symbol for the Peace
Movement than the Dolphin.
“What can the average aware person do to

help the dolphins?” he asks rhetorically.
“The butterfly is much more accessible, I
can DO something about helping them.”
It’s a good argument. But, once he
started me thinking, I came up with a
better one. The Magic Mushroom!

The Liberty Caps Need Us To Be Peaceful & Happy!
If an alien species/intelligence is sharing
our planet, largely unrecognised, it must be
the mushroom, for only its spore could
have survived the extremes of heat and
cold which space travelling involves.
I say ‘largely’ unrecognised because, of
course, shamans since before History have
worshipped the Magic Mushroom (MM,
or mmm).  ‘Soma, Food of the Gods’
might well have included it.  
Terence McKenna had a smart whimsy
that the MM arrived from a very distant
home base which, for some reason, was
dying.  Needing to locate another planet
with the precise balance of air, water and
sunlight, the Mushroom Brain sent forth its

explorer-spores along the tidal winds of the
YOUniverse, through all the living cultures
of our Great Cosmos, until, finally, planet
Earth was discovered, and here these
intergalactic denizens have been thriving,
peacefully, since before us Great Apes
appeared on the scene.

Certainly they’ve colonised most of the
globe and been treated with reverence by
the human species (until the “Christian”
Priests came along).  And
“communication” with them
helps, undeniably, to put life’s
daily crises into a much
more interplanetary?
perspective.
But now they’re very
very worried... about
what the Apes are
doing to the planet!  

“If you want to know
what the Vegetable Brain of
the Planet is saying,  you must
EAT Her!” said Terence.  With
most drugs it’s really all YOU, or you have
to extract any meanings from a flow of
images, but the MM seems to speak to
you, it communicates, like an intelligence.
And here’s what it’s currently saying to us:  
“Isn’t this a perfectly lovely planet? Look
how beautifully, delicately interconnected

it all is!  You don’t want those primitive
Apes to destroy all this, do you?  DO
YOU?!” So, unlike the Butterfly, and
possibly unlike the Dolphin (which
anyway lives too distant to be able to teach
us much) the MM seems to possess an
investment in Peace among us Humans!

They Probably Triggered Our Evolution In The
First Place!
Any theory of evolution must explain one
amazing fact:  The millennial month our

ancestors took to swap the ocean
for dry land is lackadaisical

beside the Cosmic Second
some monkeys took to
swap swinging in the
African jungles for
space travel, the world
wide web and
nanotechnology.

Such abrupt geometric
acceleration is totally

unlike anything else in
history.  Religions have grown

up to explain it.  Hi-tec alien
visitors (or low-tec in this case) have been
seriously suggested.  But Science's
proposals of the discovery of fire, the
wheel, agriculture or language don't
resonate with anything I've witnessed. A
change of diet feels closer, we know a
switch to health foods can greatly improve

vitality, but it would take more than extra
virgin olive oil!

I've witnessed behavioural modifications
as fundamental as swapping jungles for
rocket building being caused by only two
things.  Spiritual conversion.  And drugs.
And the greatest of these is ... spiritual
conversion through drugs!

If the first “spiritual conversion” the MM
triggered in the Great Apes was the dash
for Evolution itself, then it has even more
investment in us than simply ensuring its
own survival.  Indeed its Gift to us, the
Plug-In to the Big Picture (our Journey
through the Stars), rather than holocaustic
tribal battles for domination of holes in the
ground with oil in them, suggests it’s
personally committed already to seeing the
Human Species going out to join the
YOUniversal Community.  

What more vibrant symbol could the Peace
Movement have than the Liberty Cap?!

Liberty Cap – the Cosmic Symbol of Peace?
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It took two years for Ibo - the owner of Bio Ibo - to find a
suitable  location for his wholesale business. Since being
set up this gigantic  wholesaler has now existed for
around a year. The shop is very  discretely situated on the
Parallelweg between Gorinchem and  Schelluinen. In
order for the grand plans to be realised, the  building had
to be significantly modified. The office was established
and a lovely and extensive counter was put in with the
shop behind  it. At the beginning, Ibo initially produced
his own fertilised  compost, and later coconut bedding
was produced and the Bio Power  range was added.
This organic feedstuff was developed in a laboratory.
Meanwhile a  complete line of Bio Power nutritional
products has been prepared,  ready to conquer the market.
There are complete ranges for growing in  earth, coconut
or hydroponically. The developments have continued
apace and soon the Bio Power range will be extended
with new  products. In a relatively short period of time a
large circle of  clients has been built up, spread all over
the Netherlands. The staff  members have extensive
experience and are  on hand to advise  customers about

the wide range of possibilities that exist when
establishing their own garden.  There is enough choice
from the extensive range that the more  expensive as well
as the cheaper materials are available in a variety  of
performances. In the shop there is a wide overview of the
products  on display. The warehouse contains a huge
range of almost silent  self-build vacuum air extractors.
Exhaustive advice is available  especially for beginners
and there are starter kits put together with  growing plans.
There's no more excuse for a poor harvest - in fact,  quite
the opposite: the end product is really nothing to be
embarrassed about. A good example is the winner of the
3rd prize for  'Nederhash' at this year's Highlife Cannabis
Cup, made from cannabis  raised on the Bio Power food
line.  Orders are delivered without charge to grow shops.
Loading and  unloading is very discrete. On the website
you can find extended  product information and end-user
prices. It is really easy to find  your way there if you first
take a look at the route description on  the website.  Feed
stuffs: a completely organic Bio Power range Growing
media: Bio Power earth, coconut and slabs. Range:

extensive, with various price classes For rent: trimming
machine Special offers: every month new ones Extra:
almost silent extractor boxes Parking: free and extensive  

Bio Ibo Parallelweg 4 4209 AA Schelluinen /
Gorinchem Tel: +31 (0) 184 654466 

Fax: +31 (0) 184 654191
E-mail: info@bioibo.nl www.bioibo.nl 
Opening times:
Mon-Fri: 9.00 - 17.00. Sat: 10.00 - 14.30

Smart & Headshop Sirius, Maastricht
It was eight years ago that Guy set up Maastricht's first - and since  then, famous - smart
shop, Sirius. The sale of smart products began in 1995 and right from the early days of the
shop wholesaling took  place with their own line of smart products, called Sirius Products.
As the trend setter in this young market, products were brought out  that remain firm
favourites with consumers today. The assortment has  been seemlessly enlarged to cope with
the growing demand from the  consumer.  In the early years of the smart shop, the still-
functioing VLOS (the  Dutch union of smart shop producers - Ed.) was set up. Guy is its
chairman and states that in recent years a growing number of products  have been placed on
the "forbidden" list by the Dutch government. Often a mistake in his view, since it is mostly
natural products such  as herbs that form the basis of smart products. Happily the inventive
workers at Sirius are constantly developing new products to take  their place. Thanks to this,
one might fairly say that Sirius is the  most influential smart shop company. The house style
is very  innovative and easily recognizable thanks to a playful character that  hints at where
their products actually do their work: in outer space.  Bells will no doubt ring for many

readers on hearing the names  Eclipse, Kryptonite, HyperBlaster, etc. 
Every Sirius shop has its own distinct character, so there are Sirius  Smart Galleries and
Sirius Smartsounds shops in Roermond, Eindhoven  and Maastricht. At this latter
establishment there is in addition to  the smart products a Sirius record store which is
regularly visited  by well-known international DJs. Don't be surprised if next year  there's a
Sirius Smartsounds Gallery opened on Ibiza; now that would  be music to the ears...  Under
the inspirational and enthusiastic leadership of Guy the  innovative Push&Grow company
has been set up. From here a new  mushroom growing kit has been launched. The slogan:
"The easiest way  to a colourful world"
promises much, and indeed the three steps
are:  1. open the box; 2. press the green
button; 3. harvest your  mushrooms. What's
more, the kit is legal pretty much
worldwide.  Simple and thereby ingenious,
these Push&Grow kits! In the meantime
the kits have reached the better smart shops
and are available from  the Sirius website.
All that remains now to is to wait for the
next  Sirius product out of the stable.

Sirius Tel: +31 (0) 43 328 5285 
Fax: +31 (0) 43 354 0036 

Email: info@sirius.nl www.sirius.nl

Mmmm, chocolate. Junk food and pot smoking seem to
go hand in hand, despite the best intentions.  One or two
spliffs and complex carbohydrates never tasted so good.
However, for a slightly different munch session, pop into
coffeeshop Chocolata and satisfy your sweet tooth as well
as your taste for herb. The tiny two-story shop is bright,
tidy, and very welcoming in atmosphere. What makes this
place a regular stop among local smokers, though, is
actually edible. Chocolata, open for roughly twenty years
now, offers some of the best “space” products in town.
The chocolate hash cake (with real frosting and rainbow
sprinkles!) looks too tasty to resist, although the vanilla
weed cake puts up tough competition.  White or dark
chocolate bon bons look quite harmless, but will send you
off into a very relaxed evening. A definite selling point for
the chocolates is that they manage to pack a punch
without the usual green aftertaste. Michiel, customer for
sixteen years- turned- barman, notes that shops who offer
space products have a responsibility to instruct the patrons
who prefer edible cannabis. Start with half a slice of cake
or one bon bon, especially if you’ve never tried them
before.  Wait about two hours before you eat any more.
Also, watch your alcohol and joint consumption.

The content of these green goodies varies by shop, and
you can’t un-eat them.  Michiel also reminds me, as I
pocket two chocolates, that all cannabis users must be sure
to eat regularly.  THC lowers blood sugar, kids, and
coffeeshop employees don’t get paid enough to pick you up
off the floor.  And besides, it’s summer. Why spend hours
inside a coffeeshop?  Sample a secret recipe bon bon and
relax in Vondel Park.  For smokable selections (it is a
coffeeshop, after all) Chocolata offers a modest selection of
weed and a slightly more elaborate hash menu. Pick up the
Choco Mist, house specialty, for that Widow-style kick to
the head.  The orange bud is perfect for sunny days, and you
can even find Snow White here.  As for hash, check out the
authentic Moroccan varieties, or perhaps some Choco
Skuff…. Once you’ve pondered the menus, choose from a
great cup of coffee, teas, juices, soft drinks, and some
regular munchies. Enjoy your spliff out on the terrace; the
shop’s location on the Spui provides a bustling yet relatively
quiet scene.  Close by are pubs, shopping, and even a smart
shop.  However, the regulars converging on the terrace are
quite friendly and it’s nice to have a chat with the locals.
It’s also a good idea to not spend your entire holiday in the
Red Light District. And one more thought from Michiel:

None of the space products may be taken abroad or
everyone gets in trouble. No problem; while you’re here,
munch away.

Chocolata Spuistraat 51 1012 ST Amsterdam
+31 (0)20 622 6241 
Open from 11.00-24.00 hrs
Weekend till 01.00 hrs

Coffeeshop Chocolata, Amsterdam

Bio Ibo wholesalers, Gorinchem
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Germination

I ordered my seeds through Seeds Direct.
I mailed an International Money Order
and had the seeds sent to a post box
address. I received them about two weeks
later. The packaging was very clever and
the seeds were actually a little hard to
find initially. Very cool! 
My method for germination is pretty
basic. I use RapidRooter cubes that come
with their own two-piece tray. I soak each
RR cube in Olivia's Cloning Solution 1/2
strength. The pH of the mixture is
adjusted to 6.0. After the cubes have
soaked for an hour I squeezed all of the
excess solution out and placed a seed
point end down into the pre-made hole in
each of the cubes. Next I pinched a small
piece off of one of the extra cubes and
placed it gently on top of the newly
planted seed, forming a cover. The seeds
are about 1/8" from the surface. I then
misted the entire tray with cloning
solution and covered it with Siran Wrap,
leaving one end slightly open for fresh
air. After wrapping the tray I set it on top
of my monitor, which keeps the
temperature around 26 C. I have found
that keeping the seeds warm and
refraining from over-watering are the best
ways to insure successful seedlings. All of
the seeds came up in 3 days... 

Week 1 Seedlings

Okay, so all my little girls are
aboveground by day seven. The
germination process is always stressful on
baby plants and beginner farmers. The
tendency seems to be kill 'em with
kindness... I recall checking for progress
easily 50 times a day during my first
crop. Now, I just peek in on the trays a
few times a day and add a tiny bit of
water if the cubes become too dry. When
the first seedlings break the surface I
remove the plastic wrap and add a few
Compact Fluoros about a foot away from
the tops. I try to keep the temperature
about 22 – 24 C at this time, to prevent
shock. Water is added once a day if
needed. I also mist the seedlings with

straight pH adjusted water several times a
day to keep the humidity up. By day
seven I have added a small fan, set on the
lowest setting. My goal is to apply just
enough air to make the plants sway a bit.
Kinda makes them dance... This particular
strain has very beefy stems and branches
but it never hurts to exercise them in their
first weeks anyway. I am feeding the
babies with the cloning solution mixture
and will continue until I transplant them
in about a week’s time. 

Week 2 Seedlings

All the pesky rumours about BB's be
damned, these little gals are still trucking
right along. I transplant at week two. The
seedlings are all showing root systems
that travel the length and circumference
of the cubes. I go straight to the big net
cups at this point. I put about an inch or
so of Hydroton growrocks in the bottom
and then carefully place the plant, cube
and all, into the pot and fill in around it.
These root cubes hold together well. I
have not noticed any pH fluctuations or
water contamination with their use. 

Week 3 Seedlings

All's well! Plants look very good and
healthy. Still maintaining the same
nutrients. Lowered the pH down to 5.2 -
5.5. Lots of bushy growth. These Indica
dominant plants are much more compact
than the Sativas that I am familiar with.
All seem to be growing uniformly except
for 'Rocket' who will probably be culled
before the DWC transplant. The roots are
getting long and well developed. I will
have to put these girls in their own tubs

soon or risk root entanglement. About
6"(15cm) tall at this point. 

Week 4 Vegatative phase

So, I transplanted the girls into their own
individual tubs. The reason I moved the
BB's into the rubbermaid tubs instead of
the buckets at this point is easy - I still
have flowering plants in my main grow
room. I misjudged my harvest time and
ended up with plants ready to go DWC
but no room. 
These little Rubbermaid tubs are perfect
for this purpose. Just trace out a circle on
the lid, cut it out, add a hole for your
airline and you're there. I am using a
Rena 300 that supplies fresh air through a
4-way valve that powers the airstones.
Works very well. 
The clamps on the fluoros allow me to
attach the lights to the net pots, which
seem to work well for now. I boosted my
nutrients to around 400 ppm and the
plants went nuts... loved it. The pH is still
at 5.2 - 5.5. Some of the girls are pushing
12"(31cm) or more. 

Week 5 Vegetative

I have moved 'Rocket', who is now
roughly twice as tall as the others to her
own area. Don't have the heart to kill such
a beautiful plant. Maybe grab some
clones from her and try her out as a
mother. The plants are getting really
bushy - I will have to come up with a
better solution for the lights soon. 

Week 1 Flowering

Man the following 2 weeks sucked.
Suddenly my plants started showing
really bad nutrient burn. I changed the
water and toned down the nutrients but
still saw little change. I also started
getting MG deficiency symptoms. Must
be wrong 'cause I know that there is
plenty, must be my pH. My pH has been
fluctuating a lot lately. I know that GH
nutrients in RO water should give me a
pH of about 6.0 - 6.3. Since the water
starts out at 7.1 - 7.3, I remember that if
you add the nutrients to your existing
water your pH will drop accordingly. That

Blueberry
From seed to flower By Bart B.

Grower: Aja (from the US)

I will be explaining the process from germinating Dutch Passion Blueberry seeds
through to harvesting as I go along. I wanted to share the experience in this way
so that those new to indoor cultivating can get a feel for growing hydro and learn
about what is required to grow healthy, happy plants.

Requirement details:
Partitioned closet 3'(92cm) 
wide x 2'(60cm) deep x 7' (2.14m)high
600 watt HPS w/Hortilux bulb air-cooled hood
70 watt HPS (Regent Security light that I converted to remote ballast)
5 x 45 watt Compact Fluoros (vegetative phase)
5 x three gallon tubs with airstones (19 liter) (vegetative phase)
2 x 465cfm fans for ventilation
4 x Dual Outlet Air pumps /1"(2.54cm) air stones
4 x five gallon bubbling buckets with controller bucket 

Seeds: 
Dutch Passion Original Blueberry, feminised 
Nutrients: General Hydroponics Flora Series

Week 1 – seedlings

Week 4 – vegging

Week 3 – seedlings

Week 3 – roots

Week 2 – seedlings

Week 4 – vegging

Week 5 – vegging

Week 5 – vegging

Week 1 – flower
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must be why pH rises as the plants eat
and drops when the plants aren't...? I have
fixed the pH and the plants seem to
finally be recovering, albeit a bit slowly.
When the plants had finally recovered I
moved them into the buckets.
Unfortunately the fans were on ahead of
time and the bucket water temperature
had dropped to barely 11C! Talk about
Stress! I have never seen plants droop as
much as these girls did. I placed a heater
near the door and waited patiently for

three days not knowing if the plants
would live or die. At last- the plants seem
to have recovered and are growing like
crazy under the HPS and the buckets. 

Week 2 Flowering
The girls are growing amazingly fast. I
rotate the plants three times a day to make
sure each side of the plants gets the sweet
spot. The fan leaves are massive so I
make sure to tuck them in when they
cover up a bud spot. I am very impressed
with the amount of bud sites on each
plant. I have heard that this strain is a
poor producer, but seeing is believing.
The tallest plant is over 36"(92cm) high
and is making me a bit worried. My grow
room will easily handle a four footer, but
anything taller and I may be doing some
tying down. Very, very happy plants. All
of the problems from the last weeks of
vegetation seemed to disappear when I

went 12/12. Nutrients are 0/8/16 (Lucas's
Formula) That translates to 8ml of micro
and 16ml of Bloom per gallon of RO
water. I still add 1/4 teaspoon of Epsom
Salts to each gallon(3.7 L). The plants are
drinking about a gallon of water a day
between them. This water is replaced
daily with plain RO water that has had the
pH adjusted. 

Week 3 Water Change
I do my water changes every two weeks.
My tap water is very hard, so I use RO
water that I buy locally for about $.30 per
gallon. I can get this water locally so I
usually make several trips to different
locations. Might look a bit suspicious if I
buy 25 gallons(95L) of water at one time
from the same place every two weeks...
First I add the 20 gallons of RO water to
the tub. Next I measure out the nutrients.
I add 160ml of Micro and mix
thoroughly. Next I add 320ml of Bloom
and mix. Next comes the Epsom Salts
which works out to 5 teaspoons. The pH
is usually around 6.0 or so. I let the water
sit for most of the day to adjust to the
temperature of the room. The plants are
really fussy about temperature changes so
I try to make it as painless as possible. A
few hours before the change I check the

pH and lower it if necessary. I check the
ppms and pH one final time and then
empty the controller bucket. As soon as
the water level is almost at the bottom of
the bucket, I change the airstones in each
bucket. These stones are less than a buck
and I have noticed that they breakdown
quickly over time. When all is well, I
change the locations of the hoses and
pump the fresh nutrients back into the
controller, which in turn fills the four
buckets holding the plants. The controller
bucket concept was what initially sold me
on DWC buckets. It is so easy and
convenient to grow this way that I almost
can't believe it. Don't be fooled into
thinking that the water will reflect the
readings of the controller bucket,
however. I often find different pH and
ppm levels in all five buckets. Because of
this you should check your plants daily
with a good pH meter and make

individual adjustments as needed. The 3-
way meter is my best friend. Expensive,
but it has saved my butt more than once. I
have used the aquarium type test kits and
I just don't trust my eyesight that well.
Besides, the meter is instant and the
results are accurate. If you use a meter
you will have to calibrate it. This is very
easy, just pour a capful of calibration fluid

into a clean container and put the wand in
the solution. Adjust the knob until the
readings reflect the pH of the calibration
fluid that you are using. PPM calibration
is the same process with different
calibration solution.
I calibrate about once a week. You must

store the wand tip in a special solution
when its not being used to maintain its
accuracy. This solution is available at
most hydro stores. 

Any grow related questions? Contact me
at bartb@ganja.com

Continued next issue…

Flowering, day 31

Flowering, day 31

Flowering, day 31

Flowering, day 31
Hydro supplies

Don’t have the heart to kill such a beautiful plant.

Maybe grab some clones from her and try her out

as a mother.

By day seven I have added a small fan set on the

lowest setting. My goal is to apply just enough air to

make the plants sway a bit. Kinda makes them dance.

MJ = Marijuana
DWC = Deepwater culture, the name of the hydro system used 
PPM = Part Per Milli 
MG = Magnesium  
N = Nitrogen  
GH = General Hydroponics 
Phenos or phenotypes =  The different traits that occur in the same strains are
called phenos. You can have sativa or indicaphenos in a strain. The best a
plant is breeded the less phenos will occur.
SCROG = This is just a way of growing where the plants is topped and the
branches are spread out to increase yield. Used when one has only a  couple
of plants.
SOG= This is the opposite of SCROG, this is just letting the plants grow
untopped in a large numbers with very little veg.
FIM =  This is an advanced topping method where one pinces 40% away from
the headshoot. Still leaving 60% of the shoot on the plants that will become
forming between 2-12 extra branches instead of the normal 2 when one
normally tops a plant. This doesn’t always work and it takes some practice to
do it right. Mostly you only get 3-5. With some experience 8 can be achieved.
POTW =picture of the week 
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Young, fresh and highly motivated,
Lawgiverz are a truly psychedelic outfit,
whole heatedly embodying the ideas of
philosophers such as Robert Anton
Wilson and Terence McKenna.  With their
influence stemming from both early pure
Electro such as Kraftwerk and Hip-Hop
they aim to give an experience that is
beyond language, to unhinge the listener
and take them somewhere. 

SS: Your music is involved, mentally
stimulating which maintains the
listener’s interest and all together
pretty avin’ it. Where do you get your
inspiration and what are your main
influences?

L: The fact that it keeps rolling and
chopping and changing is born out of a
kind of shopping list; Paul and me and all
our mates going out on a Friday night and
always having the same kind of night,
thinking why is nobody doing this.  Why
is no one changing formula?  Why is no
one approaching it from a slightly bigger
picture?  You don’t have to mix one
record every four minutes into another
one.  Paul is from a hip-hop background
so he’s used to keeping everything
chopping and changing.  He played this
old skool gig and was doing his thing and
we had twelve kids just sat on the fence
staring at him all night, you know,
wouldn’t even dance.  It was pure
turntable stuff.
Our other point is that generally, we think
beat mixing is the corner stone of what
it’s all about but it’s also the easiest and
to never get beyond that is a shame.

You’ve only got to go to any turntablist
event to see what is possible and how you
can incorporate that and how you can
make that sixty minutes your own
universe.  Our mission is to give
somebody an experience where they’re
immediately unhinged from being able to
see what’s coming next.  So that we have
broken the formula and it’s not one four
minute tune going into another four
minute tune and if you get close enough
you can see that’s it’s all fired off the
laptop, it’s all fired off the vinyl.

What about skills?  Do you both mix
and scratch?

Paul is more the wizard on the turntables.
Botchitt, our label, have done a short run
of our scratch vinyl so that we’ve got all
the sounds from the set on two pieces of
vinyl so that we cut up what’s on the
computer.  It’s just another creative angle.

Are you politically motivated in
whatever understanding of that you
might want to take?

Yes, in the politics of dancing and music
and how it affects people.  That has
definitely been squashed on a scale that is
beyond belief.  Half the people that are
putting things on are actually squashing
it.  You can’t get away with dodgy
London nightclubs with a two o’clock
finish and a shit p.a.rig.  It’s a good pr
thing, but compared to, having seen, ten
years ago what actual energy can happen,
in the long term it’s your own worst
enemy, it’s a kiss of death.

What do you see as the most
important thing for us, for humankind
right now?

Like Terence McKenna said, it’s got to
come through art and whatever you find
that you can deliver it with.  If you can
imagine it, create it and make it happen.
It seems like that is the blue print, that is
the one that comes before language.  If
you’ve got this feeling then just go to any
length to make it happen and it will give
birth to itself.  This is a much more
powerful way to change anything.
Having seen the sound systems in action
ten years ago and seeing what can start to
happen on certain nights now before they
have to end, it’s not specifically music but
it seems to be art and getting people to
connect with it.  This is one of the big
wake up factors; then people could no
longer go back to work with the same
state of mind.  If you’ve got your shit
together then you can literally change
people’s lives in the space of a weekend.
Then the illusion would be shattered of
what your supposed to follow.  You’ve
got people jumping up and down,
screaming and yet no one comments on

the fact that that happens.  Every one,
who goes out to a club and gets right into
it, then goes home and then back to work.
If you think about it, in the course of your
week, what else has had you jumping up
and down, screaming in no particular
language, yet no one comments on what
was that and where could it go if you
focus it?  What might it lead onto?  That
could be any form of art, it could be a
film or anything.  
That connection is constantly stifled, what
could be achieved is a big psychedelic
wake up thing.  This could easily be
achieved in the space of a weekend and
then suddenly going back to work on
Monday would be a bit of a con. 

Do you smoke ganja?

Yes, of course but I’ve given up tobacco.

What’s your favourite smoke?

Lately it’s been a nice little bit of Malawi
charas.  You can’t knock the green but I
prefer the cerebral high of charas and the
way it makes you think about things and
relate to what your doing.

LAWGIVERZ
By name…and by nature

By Kaz Peet

So you’ve done the coffeeshop thing, the
museum thing, maybe even the canal cruise
thing.  Now what?  For those of you who
want to take a break from the coffeeshop
crawl, why not experience one of the city’s
most famous music venues?  The Melkweg
(Milky Way) is the perfect stop for music
fans that prefer a classic club setting as
opposed to corporate, stadium-capacity
spaces.  The big warehouse just off of
Leidseplein used to be a diary, and now
rocks audiences with everything from the
Dead Kennedys to dance-all-night drum ‘n
bass.  Two bars and two dance areas, the
Max and the Old Hall, provide the booze
and the tunes, and many joints have been
and (hopefully) will be smoked in the
Melkweg.  The Max is the larger of the
two, named after its Pepsi Cola sponsors.
Opened in 1995, the Max facilitates larger
events with its added capacity of one
thousand.  Since the advent of the larger
hall, concerts and dance events have
increased by fifty percent.  The Old Hall
was rebuilt in 1999 due to legal demands
regarding sound nuisance complaints.  The
enlarged capacity of 750 may be new, but
the typical character remains the same, and
the New Old Hall and the Max offer two

completely unique performance
environments.  Small festivals and dance
events are hosted with both rooms used
simultaneously.  The Melkweg also houses
a theatre for stage and modern dance
events, and a removable gallery
accommodates events of up to 250 people.
Film buffs should visit the Cinema,
whether you like Japanimation festivals or
Apocalypse Now.  As if all this isn’t
enough, there’s also a media room,
recording studio, dance studio, gallery, and
a café/restaurant where you might catch
some celebrities post-show.  
The “black wall” in here is actually part of
the gallery, featuring a different artist each
year.  Who knew this classic club housed
the largest photo gallery in Amsterdam?
Just goes to show you that there’s much
more to do in the city than snooze in a
coffeeshop.  The Melkweg welcomes all
types of music, people, and dress.
Alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages are
available at shows, and the coat check is
necessary because it reaches tropical
temperatures in there when you’re dancing.
But, hey, it just lends to that old-school
club atmosphere.  I like the nightlife, baby!
- KS

Got Milk? 
Do Your Body Good at the Melkweg

Melkweg, Lijnbaansgracht 234a, Amsterdam

+31 (0)20 531 8181
www.melkweg.nl

Nightlife Amsterdam 

Talking Drum 
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Discount Hydroponics 0044-1424-428186 31

Dutch Wholesale 0031-543-533497 68

Eighteen Twelve 0044-8456-444770 68

Essential Seed Company 0044-1322-273444 16

Europlant 0031-15-2125068 60

Evolution 0031-76-5964520 51

Green Grass 0044-1623-755055 68

Green Room the 0044-1245-262221 42

Grotech 0044-1268-799829 66

Grow World 0044-1566-772288 68

Growsystems 0044-1603-662655 45

Heb `t Lef 0031-77-3510981 42

Hemcy 40

Hesi 0031-45-5690420 2

High Quality Seeds 0031-73-5479916 24

High Quality Seeds 0031-73-5479916 58

Highlife Hempfair 0031-73-5498112 32

Home Grown Fantaseeds 0031-20-4230035 52

House & Garden 0031-23-5732009 20

Hy Supply 0031-481-452290 31

I.T.A. Top grow-systems 0031-495-542630 28

Interpolm Amsterdam 0031-20-6277750 71

Joy 0031-71-5120986 66

Jungle Fever 0044-208-3189919 68

Katsu 52

Keeper de 0031-20-6732972 42

King Bong 51

King of Green 0044-1702-347536 45

Kulu 0031-35-6933418 27

Marrakech Trading 0031-165-547801 40

Maya`s De Os 56

Mc Smart 0031-30-2851546 63

Mountain High 0031-186-605590 63

Nirvana Cannabis Seeds 0031-30-3640233 63

Noon the 66

Organic Growshop 0044-1254-605199 68

Papillon 0031-20-6640628 68

Plagron 0044-1142-738228 27

Planet Bong 0044-1926-425050 66

Plantage 0031-40-2512884 48

Plantarium 0031-24-3888408 31

Pollinator 0031-20-4708889 60

Pooldog the 0031-20-4229838 52

Progrow 0044-1392-276998 60

pushandgrow.com 11

Quantum Hydro 0044-1932-785220 19

Red Eye 0044-1924-359122 56

Sensi Seeds 0031-10-4763044 12

Siberie 68

Sirius Products 0031-43-3285285 11

Spoenk 0031-10-4267455 60

Tangy Gifts 0044-117-9512202 60

TH Seeds / Hempworks 0031-20-4211762 66

Topzeef 0031-517-642123 60

Total Control 0044-117-9612233 56

Totnes Hemp 0044-1803-840706 42

Tribes 0044-1303-244838 66

V & L 0031-299-666911 45

Veer `t 0031-162-513322 51

Wall-street 0031-43-3250666 23

Wall-street 0031-43-3250666 72

Wolkewietje 0031-20-4273776 63

Worthing Hydroponics 0044-1903-204045 51


